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Some Remarks on the Rise of the bhilqunisamgha and
on the Ordination Ceremony for bhiksunis according to
the Dharmaguptalta Vinaya
The present article is based on the Dharmaguptakavinaya or Cattrrvargavinaya
( [ L g f i @ ) , one of the five Vinayas that survived in its Chinese translation (TaishG
Shinshii DaizGlyG, Vo1.22, No.1428, translated by BuddhayaSas in the beginning of
the fifth century AD)l, and the most widely spread and most influential Vinaya in
China. T.1428 consists of three parts: (1) a twofold detailed explanation of the rules of
the Prdtimoksa2 (Bhikstrvibhanga and Bhik~univibhanga),(2) twenty skandhakas
(chapter, section) that regulate the monastic life in detail, and (3) some appendices
including historic information. Throughout the article, the fmdings of T. 1428 have been
compared with the other Chinese Vinayas, with the Pali Vinaya, and with the Bhikunivibhanga of the Mahiismghika-Lokottaravada School.
Although it is evident from the present studies of the Vinaya literature, that the orders
of monks and nuns (bhibu- and bhiksunisamgha) are highly structuralized comrnunities, possessing many rules to be kept and formal acts to be performed; and that these
organizations gradually came into being (first the bhibusamgha, and later the bhibuni-

1. The other Vinayas are: Mahiiiisakavinaya T. 142 1, Mahdscimghikavinaya
T. 1425, Sawcistiviidavinaya T. 1435, Miilasawiistivddavinaya T. 1442 up to and
including T.1459 (because of its size, the MiilasawZstiviclavinaya was not edited
into one work, but consists of a number of different works). Of the latter Vinaya,
also a Tibetan translation exists.
Closely related to the Mahiisiimghikavinaya, is the Bhiksunivibhanga of the
Mahiiswghika-Lokottaraviida School*, a text written in a transitional language
between Prakrit and S a n s h t (ROTH,G., 1970, pp. lv-lvi). Apart from these texts,
the Vinaya transmitted by the Theraviida School survived in the original Pali
language. Finally, many Sanskrit fragments have been found. An excellent
survey of the Vinaya literature is given by YUYAMA, A,,1979.
* Hereafter M.-L.
2. Theprdtimoba is a list of offenses against the prescriptions of the order with an
indication of the punishment to be meted out to those who commit them. There is
a list of prescriptions for monks and one for nuns. For the Dharmaguptaka
School, the prdtimolqa for monks is to be found in T. 1429 (a compilation from
T.1428 by Huai-su (634-707 AD))** and in T.1430 (a translation of a Sanskrit
original by BuddhayaSas, to be dated in the beginning of the fifth century AD)**;
theprcitimoksa for nuns is to be found in T.143 I (compiled from T.1428 by
Huai-su (634-707 AD))**.
** Cf. YUYAMA, A,, 1979, pp. 33-34.

samgha), a carefill reading of T.1428, compared with the other extant Vinayas Chinese, Pali and Sanskrit3 - has revealed the exact 'theoretical' career of a nun, and
has given us evidence conceming the exact position of a novice (Jrdmaneri), a
probationer (iibamcinci) and a nun (bhibuni) in the bhiksunisamgha, conceming the
origin of the fik+samdnd period, and concerning the age of a married woman to become
a probationer and a nun, and has also enabled us to add some new elements in solving
the problems of the five robes of a nun, the mdnatva period for bhikstyzis, and the
interpretation of the Chinese term @ in the sense of 'to admit'.

I. The rise of the order of bhiksunis and the organization of the ordination ceremony
The chapter concerning the bhibunis (Bhibuniskandhaka) in ~ . 1 4 2 8 4informs us how
the order of bhibunis came into being, and how an ordination into the new order has to
be organized (the "ordination ceremony").

I ) The eight rules that may not be transgressed
The Bhiksuniskandhaka4* starts with the well-known story of MahZprajzpati Gautami, Buddha's stepmother, who, together with five
hundred sakya women asks the Buddha for permission to go forth into
the homeless state and to follow the law proclaimed by the Buddha. At
first, Buddha refuses, because the presence of women threatens to
destroy the law. Later, MahZprajZpati, her hair cut off and wearing the
kasCya clothess, goes to see the Buddha again, and, together with five
hundred h k y a women, she weeps outside the monastery where Buddha
remains. When the disciple h a n d a sees them, he decides to help them
to convince Buddha. At first Buddha refuses again. However, when
h a n d a asks whether women have the capacities to become an arhat, He
answers in the affirmative and, after Iinanda again asked Him to let the
women go forth, He finally accepts them to become nuns, provided that

3. We use 'Sanskrit' to refer to the transitional language used in the Bhiksunivibhanga of the M.-L. School: cf. ROTH, G., 1970, pp. lv-lvi.
4. T.1428, pp. 922~6-930~5:
.tLfiE@B,bhibuniskandha(ka) (cf. NAKAMURA,
H., BGD, p. 327: BE,chien-tu, and BEif,
chien-tu, as a phonetic rendering of
the SM. skandha(ka), chapter).
5. Kasciya (MONIER-WILLIAMS,
M., SED, p. 265: "red, dull red, yellowish red")
refers to the color of the garments of a monk or a nun. Hence it also was used to
indicate the garments themselves. Concerning the color of the garments: see
H E W , A,, 1995: 11-13.

they accept eight rules6 that will make the bhikszlnisamgha dependent
upon the monks. These eight rules that may never be transgressed7 are:
(1) Even though a bhiksuni has been ordained for one hundred years,
she has to rise when she meets a bhikszl who has been newly ordained,
she has to pay obeisance to him and has to offer him a place to sit.8

6. Pali garudhamma (OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pifakam, Vol.11, p. 256ff.); Bhi$univibhaliga of the M.-L. School: gurudharma (ROTH, G., 1970, p. 16, $12).
7. See T.1428, p. 923a27: ' ' / I & ~ $ ~ ~
eight
~ rules
~ ?that
&may
' ' ,not be transgressed during the whole lifetime. They are explained from p. 923a28 up to and
including p. 923b18.
These eight rules differ slightly from Vinaya to Vinaya. The most important
differences with T.1428 (D) are: OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.11,
p. 255: the eight rules coincide with the rules in D; the only difference is that,
according to the Pali Vinaya, the nuns should not only ask the monks for
instruction every half month, but should also ask for the date of the uposatha
ceremony (see D, rule 6); T.1421, p. 185~20-29:the eight rules coincide with the
rules in D; the only difference is that, according to T.1421, a nun who has
committed a samghdva6esa offense, not only has to undergo the mdnatva
discipline in the two orders (bhikusamgha and bhikSunisamgha),but also has to
be rehabilitated in the two orders (see D, rule 5); T.1425, pp. 471bl-476b11: the
third rule of D is not to be found; the Vinaya has another rule, that is only to be
found in the Bhi$univibhaliga of the M.-L. School, and not in any other Vinaya:
a nun should not receive donations before these donations have been presented to
a monk; the other rules essentially coincide with the rules in D, the only
differences are that, according to T.1425, a nun not only has to undergo the
mdnatva penance after having committed a samghdtiiesa offense, but also after
having transgressed a gurudharma (see D, rule 5), and that the nuns should not
only ask the monks for instruction every half month, but should also ask for the
date of the posadha ceremony (see D, rule 6); Bhiksunivibhanga of the M.-L.
School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 16-72, §$12-110: the third rule of D is not to be
found; the Vinaya has another rule that is only to be found in T. 1425, and not in
any other Vinaya: a nun should not receive donations, before these donations
have been presented to a monk; the other rules essentially coincide with the rules
in D; T.1435, p. 345~8-18:the third rule of D is not to be found; the Vinaya has
another rule: the nuns must ask the monks for instruction in the Siitra, Vinaya
and Abhidharma; the other rules coincide with the rules in D. It is to be noted,
however, that the sixth rule in T.1435 explicitly says that the nuns have to ask for
instruction in the eight gurudharmas. The latter coincides with the sixth rule in
D; T.1451, p.351al-25: the eight rules coincide with the rules in D; the only
difference is that, according to T.1451, the nuns not only have to perform the
ordination ceremony in both the orders, but also the ceremony of the going forth
has to be performed in both the orders (see D, rule 4).
8. See T.1428, p. 923a28-b2.

(2) A bhiksuni may not scold or slander a bhiksu by saying that he has
broken the precepts (Jila), the right views (drsti), or the right behavior
(dcEra).g
(3) A bhilquni may not punish a bhiksu, nor prevent him t o join in the
ceremonies of the order (such as the posadhalo or the pravlranal 1 ) . A
bhiksuni may not admonish a bhiksu, whereas a bhiksu may admonish a
bhihuni. 12
(4) After having been trained in the six rules13 for two years as a
probationer (JiksamEnEl4),the ordination ceremony of a bhikstlni has to
be carried out in both samghas (i.e. first in the bhiksunisamgha and then
in the bhihusamgha).l5

9. See T.1428, p. 923b2-4.
10. This is a ceremony held every half-month by the Buddhist community in order to
recite theprdtimoksa: see note 2. For the history of theposadha ceremony see:
FRAUWALLNER,
E., 1956, pp. 78-82.
11. The 'Invitation' (pravdrana(c7)) is a ceremony held by the Buddhist community
at the-end of the rainy season. On this occasion, every monk (and nun) is
expeaed to invite his (her) fellow-monks (nuns) to point out his (her) wrongs, if
any, whether seen, or heard or suspected. See also HORNER,I.B., BD, Vol.IV,
p. 21 1, note 2: "pavdretum, a technical term used for a monk to 'invite' others at
the end of the rains to tell him if he has been seen or heard or suspected to have
committed any offences."
12. See T.1428, p. 923b4-8.
13. These are the six rules that have to be particularly taken into account by a
probationer (iikamfind). See further pp. 45-47.
[shih-ch'a-mo-na], a phonetic rendering of the Sanskrit iibarndnd:
14. 3XJ!@aP
this is the present participle (fern.) of the verb d i i k , dtmanepadn, training oneself. This term is used to indicate a woman who, during two years, is undergoing
a probationary course of training in order to become a nun.
15. See T.1428, p. 923b8-10.
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(5) When a bhiksuni commits a samgh6va4esa offense16, she has to
undergo the m6natval7 in both orders (i.e. bhiksusamgha and bhiksunisamgha) during half a month.18
Concerning this rule, the chapter concerning the ordination19 informs us
that when a monk commits a samghdva4esa offense, there are four
formal acts (karman) which can, each time by means of a jiiapticaturthakarman20, be performed by the samgha21: (a) apariv6sa penance22,
16. SM. samghdvafesa, Pali samghddisesa, M.-L. School: samghdtifesa, 'remainder
in the order'. These offenses lead to a temporaly exclusion from the order. They
include such offenses as acting as a go-between, slandering, conferring the
ordination to a thief, remaining without the company of other bhilqunis, staying
together with a man, creating disputes, and so on.
17. This is a kind of penance: EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 429: "... ; it thus appears
that, according to both northern and southern tradition, this penance consisted in,
or at least involved, some kind of ceremonial homage paid by the culprit to the
general community of monks. This can be interpreted as supporting the apparent
etym., mdna-tva, condition of (paying) respect." In T.1428 the mdnatva penance
is explained on pp. 896b25-906a8. For references concerning the other Vinayas,
see FRAUWALLNER,E., 1956, pp. 109-111.
18. See T.1428, p. 923b10-12.
19. T.1428, pp. 779a6-816~4(5!$2@B).
20. This is a formal act in which the motion is fourfold (cf. LAMOTTE,E, 1988,
p. 56). It is one of the formal acts that can be performed by the samgha in taking
decisions. These acts can be a jfiaptikarman, a jrZaptidvitiyakarrnan, or a jfiapticaturthakarman: EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 244, s.v. jfiapti: "...; there are three
forms in which the motion may be made, (1) isolated, simple motion, not
followed by a separate question as to whether the monks (or nuns) present
approve, (2) accompanied (followed) by a single such formal question, called
jfiapti-dvitvam, (3) accompanied by three such questions, calledjrZapti-caturtha."
21. See T.1428, p. 801a4-7: Z E % ? E ? U B ? $ g % $ ~ $ l ~ ~ ? $ @ @ $I
3 ? M @ $ I3
? 8 l @ @ $ p @ ~ % @ ~ p @ Q @ & ~ ~ % & %if: one has to give theparivdsa
($E$iJE?$!,o-li-p'o-sha], see note 22), then one ought to give the parivdsa. If
one has to give 'the correcting from the beginning' ($8?$,
Pali muldya
patikassana, see note 23), then one ought to give 'the correcting from the
beginning'. If one has to give the rncinatva (@%pig [mo-na-to], see note 17),
then one ought to give the mdnatva. If one has to give the rehabilitation (@%,
dbarhana, see note 24), then one ought to give the rehabilitation.
22. EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 329: "(Skt., period of residence; Pali id. in technical
sense) period of probation to which certain monks are subjected, as a disciplinary
measure, for concealment of a samghdvafesa offense." In T. 1428 theparivdsa is
explained on pp. 896b25-906a8. For references concerning the other Vinayas, see
FRAUWALLNEK E., 1956, pp. 109-111.

(b) 'a correcting from the begiming'23, (c) a miinatva penancel7*, (d) 'a
taking away the offense' (= rehabilitation)24. Further informatioh on
these karmans is found in two chapters of T.1428: the chapter concerning persons25 and the chapter concerning probation26. In case of a
pariviisa penance (a), a bhiksu has to ask the bhiksusamgha three times
to impose upon him this penance, which is then given to him by the
bhiksusamgha, by means of a jiiapticaturthakarman.27 The period of the
pariviisa penance corresponds to the period during which the bhiksu
concealed the samghdvaiesa offense. During this period, many restrictions are imposed upon the monk. The most important of these are: he
cannot participate in the formal acts leading to pariviisa, miinatva or
rehabilitation; he cannot confer the ordination or give guidance to a
newly ordained monk; he cannot take care of a novice; he cannot give
instruction to the bhiksunis; he cannot punish bhiksus; and he may not be
honored by the other bhiksus. Every half-month, a bhiksu who undergoes apariviisa penance, has to remind the bhiksusamgha that he is in
such a condition.28 If, during the parivdsa period, the bhiksu commits
another samghdvaiesa offense, he has to be to14 to start again from the
beginning of the pariviisa period. In case of such 'a correcting from the
beginning' (b), the bhiksu has, again, to ask the bhiksusamgha three
times to impose upon him this penance, which is then given to him by
the bhiksusamgha, by means of a jiiapticaturthakarman.29 When a
bhiksu has completed the pariviisa period, the samgha imposes upon him
the mdnatva period (c), which lasts for six nights. Again, this penance is
23. Pali: muldya patikassana; RHYS DAVIDS, T.W. and STEDE,W., PED, p. 392,
S.V.patikassana: "drawing back, in phrase miilaya p. "throwing back to the
beginning, causing to begin over & over again"."
the rehabilitation of a bhiksu, Pali
24. Cf. NAKAMURA, H., BGD, p. 672:
abbhdna; WOGIHARA,U., B W,p. 199: dbarhana [Pali abbhdna], with as
Chinese rendering: & &P.
25. T.1428, pp. 896b25-903~19(,kg&):
this chapter entirely concerns the
regulations concerning the four formal acts that can be performed when a bhiku
commits a samghdvaJesa offense.
26. T.1428, pp. 904a6-906a8 (@$E@&):
this chapter concerns the restrictions
imposed upon a bhiksu who is undergoing the pdrivdsa or the mdnatva
penances.
27. See T.1428, p. 896b26-c17.
28. See T.1428, pp. 904a7-906al.
29. See T.1428, pp. 896~17-897a14.

mz,

given to him by means of a jfiapticatzirthakarman, after the bhiksu asked
it three times to the samgha.30 The restrictions imposed upon the bhiksu
during this rncinatva period are the same as those during the parivcisa
period. The only difference is that the bhikszl now daily has to inform
the bhiksusamgha that he is undergoing the miinatva penance.31 Finally,
the order can readmit the bhiksu by a rehabilitation. This rehabilitation
(d) is conferred to him by means of a jfiapticaturthakarnzan, after the
bhihu asked for this three times.32
In case a bhiksu did not conceal the samghciva4esa offense, he does not
have to undergo aparivcisa period, but the miinatva penance is imrnediately imposed upon him. When he commits another samghiiva4esa
offense during this mcinatva period, he has to start again from the
beginning. After this period, the samgha can rehabilitate the bhihu.33
In these chapters concerning persons and concerning probation, no
indications are given whether or not this also applies to bhiksunis. It is
only from the fifth rule (gurudharma) for bhiksunis, mentioned in the
Bhik;uniskandhaka4* of T. 1428, that we can deduce that a bhibuni has
to undergo the miinatva penance in both the samghas during half a
month, and not during six nights as this is the case for the bhiksus. The
karrnaviicanii34 for bhiksunis of the Dharmaguptaka School, T. 1434,
pp. 1068b14-1069a1, however, clearly mentions this period of half a
month, and gives further details concerning this point: the latter text
adds that a bhiksuni has to undergo this penance even after having concealed the samghiiva4esa offense, and that she has to present herself
daily before both the samghas.
Also, since the pariviisa penance is closely related to the mcinatva
penance, it is striking that in the eight rules for bhiksunis in T.1428,
there is no mentioning of this pariviisa penance, while there is a special
rule for the miinatva penance. This is also the case in the other
Vinayas.35
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

See T.1428, p. 897a14-b16.
See T.1428, p. 906a2-8.
See T.1428, p. 897b16-c24.
See T.1428, pp. 897~25-898~7.
KamzavZcand is the name of a text containing a list of acts and ceremonies to be
performed in the order.
35. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pi~akam,Vol.11, p. 255, rule 5; Sanskrit* Bhiksunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, p. 63, $93, rule 5 (apart from
mentioning mdnatva, it is further said that a bhikuni has to ask for rehabilitation

In the Pali Vinaya, information concerning the miinatva penance is to
be found in two different chapters. 1) In the chapter concerning the
nuns36, the eight rules (P. garudhamma) to be followed by the nuns are
enumerated. The fifth of these garudhammas says that a nun who has
committed a samghiidisesa37 offense, has to undergo a mHnatta38
penance lasting for a fortnight in both the orders. 2) In the chapter
concerning the samghiidisesa offenses for nuns39, the technical term
samghiidisesa is explained as follows: "the Order inflicts the miinatta
discipline on account of her offence, it sends back to the beginning, it
rehabilitates; ..."40. In the chapter concerning the samghiidisesa offenses
for monks, however, the same technical term is explained as follows:
"the Order places him on probation [= pariviisa] on account of the
offence, it sends him back to the beginning, it inflicts the miinatta discipline, it rehabilitates; ... ."41 Moreover, the Pali Vinaya concludes the
chapter on the samghiidisesa offenses for nuns42 by saying that a nun
who has committed a samghiidisesa offense, has to undergo a miinatta
penance lasting for a fortnight in both the orders, after which she can be
rehabilitated. Thus, in both the above mentioned chapters of the Pali
Vinaya, there is no mentioning of a pariviisa period imposed upon a
nun. From this, UPASAK,C.S., DEBMT, p. 183, concludes that there is
no pariviisa penance for nuns.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

in both the orders); Chinese Vinayas: T. 1421, p. 185~26-28(also here it is said
that a bhigunihas to ask for rehabilitation in both the orders);T .1425, p. 475a813, rule 5 (here it is said that a bhiguni who transgresses a gurudharma, has to
undergo the mdnatva in both the samghas); T.1435, p. 345~10-12,rule 3;
T.1451, p. 351a20-22, rule 7.
* See note 3.
OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.11, Cullavagga X , pp. 253-283.
This is the Pali for the Skt. samghdvaiesa. See also NOLOT, E., 1991, pp.401405.
This is the Pali for the Skt. mcinatva.
OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pifakam, Vol.IV, Bhikkhunivibhanga,pp. 223-242.
OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pifakam, Vol.IV, p. 225, translated by HORNER,I.B.,
BD, Vol.111, p. 180.
OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pifakam, Vol.111, p. 112, translated by HORNER, I.B.,
BD, Vol.1, p. 196.
OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pifakam, Vol.IV, p. 242.
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Taking into consideration the indications given in other Vinaya texts
and in T. 1434, it seems safe to state that UPASAIC'Sconclusion concerning the Pali Vinaya, is equally valid for the other Vinaya texts.
(6) Every fortnight, the bhiksupis have to ask the bhiksus for instruction (avaviida43).44
Concerning this rule, pdcittika45 14146 of the Bhikqtlnivibhariga,
informs us how a bhiksuni, by means of a jn"aptidvit1yakarman20*, has to
be appointed to go to the bhiksusamgha to ask for instruction. For her
safety, she must take two or three bhiksunis with her. After her arrival in
the bhiksusamghu, she should ask the bhikstls three times for instruction.
Since she has to ask for instruction the same day the p o s a d h a
ceremonylo* is held by the bhiksusamgha, it might be too long to wait
till the end of the recitation, and that is why Buddha permits her to ask
only one important bhiksu for instruction, after which demand, she may
leave. Afterwards, the bhiksusamgha has to appoint a bhiksu to go to the
bhibunisamgha to give instruction.
It is inpdcittika 2147 of the Bhikszlvibhariga, that we read how the
bhiksu who is to give the instruction to the bhikst~nishas to be appointed
by means of a jn"aptidvitlyakarman48, after which he has to go to the
bhiksunisamgha. The instruction he has to give concerns the eight rules
imposed upon bhiksunis.49
(7) The bhiksunis cannot spend the rainy season in a residence where
there are no bhiksus.50

43. WOGIHARA, U., BW, p. 145.
44. See T.1428, p. 923bl2-14.
45. Pali pzcittiya, SM. piitayantikE, pzyantikc?, Dharmaguptaka School: pdcittika
(Waldschmidt, E. (ed.), 1965, pp. 297-298, No.656), M.-L. School: pacattika
(for alternative forms see EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 340)*. The original form and
meaning of the word cannot be confidently reconstructed. According to HIRAKAWA, A,, 1982, p. 191, note 1, it probably means 'expiation'. Thepzcittika rules
are a class of precepts concerning minor offenses. Committing such an offense
requires a confession.
* Hereafter all Pat.
46. See T.1428, p. 765a11-c13.
47. See T.1428, pp. 647b9-649~3.
48. See T.1428, p. 648b20-27.
49. See T.1428, p. 649a1-2.
50. See T.1428, p. 923b14-15.

(8) At the end of the rainy season, the bhiksunis have to perform the
pravdrana ceremonyll* in the bhiksusamgha.51
In respect to this rule, the chapter concerning the pravcirana52, informs
us how, at the pravdrana ceremony, a monk asks the order three times to
tell him whether he has been seen or heard or is suspected to have
committed any offenses so that he can make amends for it.53 It has to be
noted, however, that any offense committed by any monk has to be
punished before the start of the pravdrana ceremony, and that no such
ceremony can start before discussions on any offense have been settled.
This means that, in practice, no new offense could be brought out during
the pravdrana ceremony.54
In pdcittika 14255 of the Bhiksunivibhanga, it is said that the
bhiksunis, by means of a jiiaptidvitiyakarrnan20*, have to delegate a
bhiksuni to go to the bhiksusamgha in order to perform the pravdrana.56
She has to ask whether the bhiksusamgha has any remarks concerning an
offense that a bhiksuni is seen or heard or is suspected to have
committed. For her safety, this bhiksuni must take two or three other
bhibunis with her. It is further said that the bhiksus have to perform the
pravdrana ceremony the fourteenth day of the month, whereas the
bhibunis have to go to the bhiksusamgha on the fifteenth day.57

The exposition of these eight rules for bhiksunis in the Bhiksuniskandhaka is followed by the statement that for Mahaprajapati Gautami
and the five hundred szkya women, accepting these rules is of the same
value as an ordination.58 MahaprajZpati Gautami and the five hundred
sEkya women thus became fully ordained nuns by accepting these rules.
Also from T.1428, it is thus clear that, although MahEprajEpati Gautami
and the fiye hundred sEkya women accepted the eight rules, these rules
cannot have been applied to the first Buddhist nuns, since they are not
ordained before both orders, nor did they have to go through a proba51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

See T.1428, p. 923b15-17.
T.1428, pp.837~19-843b10($EBB).
See T.1428, p. 837~4-7.
See T.1428, pp. 839a15-840a19.
See T.1428, pp. 765~14-766b9.
See T.1428, p. 766a6-18.
See T.1428, p. 766a24-25.
See T.1428, p. 923b21.
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tionary period of two years as a riikqamiiniil4* (rule 4). This is due to the
simple fact that there was no bhik;yunisamgha at that moment yet.59 The
eight rules were to become operative only after the rise of this new order
of bhiksuniss..AlthoughBuddha agreed to the creation of this bhiksunisamgha, he was not happy with it and predicts that, because of this, the
law will only last for five hundred years.60
2) The ordination of a new bhibuni
In order to become a fully ordained nun, one has to pass through three
stages: (a) the going forth (&%, pravrajyii), (b) a probationary period
of two years as a 4iksamdniil4*, and (c) the full ordination ( 9 k Z 61,
upasampadii).
a. the goingforth
In the Bhik~uniskandhaka4*,T.1428 explains how this ceremony is to be
carried out?
First, the bhiksunisamgha has to be asked, by means of a jfiaptikarman20*, for permission to cut the hair (mundayati63) of the candidate@, after which the hair is cut. Next, the bhiksunisamgha has to be
asked, by means of a jfiaptikarman, for permission to hold the ceremony
59. See also H O m R , I.B., BD, Vol.V, p. 354, note 3: "... She would not therefore
have to pass two yeas as a probationer, and this practice will no doubt have been
introduced later, after an order of nuns had been in being for some time."
60. See T.1428, p. 923~10-11.
In his Les moniales bouddhistes, pp. 28-32, M. WIJAYmTNA tries to explain
this statement of the Buddha. According to M. WIJAYmTNA, the statement of
Buddha has to be seen in the historical context of the creation of the order of
nuns. This creation was socially very difficult, since women were expected to
serve men and not to organize themselves in an independent order. Since Buddha
agrees that women can become arhats, He accepts the creation of an order for
bhikunis, not, however, without waiting for the bhi~tlsamghato be sufficiently
established and not without warning the Buddhist community of the risks involved. In order not to let the law socially degrade by the presence of women, He
proclaims the eight rules for bhikunis.
61. Many other Chinese terms are used in the Vinayas: cf. WOGIHARA, U., BW,
p. 274.
62. See T.1428, pp. 923~16-924a16.A similar exposition is found in the Bhikunivibhanga, PBc. 121, p. 755b4-c5.
63. WOGIHARA, U.,BW, p. 1049.
64. See T.1428, p. 923~18-20.
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to confer the going forth (pravrajyii) to the candidate65, after which the
pravrajyii is conferred.
The actual pravrajyii ceremony has to be organized in the following
way:
The candidate, her hair cut off and wearing the IasEya clothes5*, has
to inform the bhikszyisamgha that she is taking refuge in the Buddha,
that she is taking refuge in the law, and that she is taking refuge in the
order. At this occasion, she has to ask the samgha for permission to go
forth, guided by her teacher (upiidhyiiyini)66.Thus she has to speak three
times. By subsequently informing the bhiksunisamgha that she has taken
refuge in the Buddha, in the law, and in the order, and that she has gone
forth guided by her upZdhyEyinP7, she becomes a novice (iriirnaneri).
The bhiksunisamgha then confers the ten precepts (+%, daia 4iksiipadiini) that particularly have to be taken into account by novices to the
new 4rCmaneri68:
( 1 ) she may not kill, (2) she may not steal, (3) she may not have an
unchaste (maithuna) behavior, (4) she may not lie, ( 5 ) she may not
drink alcohol, (6) she may not wear flowers, perfinhe or jewelry, (7) she
may not sing, dance, or make music, or go to see singing, dancing and
music, (8) she may not use a high, large, and big bed, (9) she may not
eat at the wrong time, i.e. after noon, (10) she may not possess gold,
silver, or money.

65. See T.1428, p. 923622-24
66. This is a bhiksuni who, as a teacher, guides and instructs new candidates. She
ought to help these new candidates from the moment they ask for the pravrajya
till two years after the ordmation (see Bhik+-univibhanga,PZc. 128, p. 760a8-b14).
67. This is the version of the Bhiksuniskandhakiz, pp. 923~25-924a2.In the Bhihunivibhanga, PZC.121, p. 755b12-19, the candidate first informs the bhibunisamgha
that she is taking refuge in the Buddha, in the Law, and in the Order, and, at the
same occasion, she asks for permission to go forth, guided by her upddhydyini.
Next, she informs the samgha that she has taken refuge in the Buddha, in the
law, and in the order, and, at the same occasion, she again asks for the
permission to go forth, guided by her upddhyZyini.
68. See T.1428, p. 924a2-16.
These ten precepts (for Buddhist novices, male and female) are essentially the
same in the other Vinayas:OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.1, pp. 83-84;
T.1421, pp. 116~26-117a4;T.1435, p. 150a19-b8; T.1453, p. 456b25-28. In
T.1425 and in the Bhibunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, an exposition of the ten
precepts lacks.
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b. theprobationaryperiod as a Siksamzng
In the Bhilquniskandhaka4*, T. 1428 explains how the ceremony through
which one becomes a probationer (Si;.ikSamHn$4*) is to be carried 0ut69:
When she is eighteen years old, the SrHmaneri three times humbly has
to ask the bhiksunisamgha to let her study the precepts for two years as a
probationer. For married women, an exception is made regarding the
age of eighteen years: a married women can receive the agreement to
study the precepts for two years, when she is only ten years 0ld.70
After the request to become a probationer, the BrHmaneri has to be led
to a place from where she can see the bhiksunisamgha, but cannot hear
it. A bhiksuni who is capable of performing a formal act (karman) has to
be appointed by the bhiksunisamgha. This appointed bhiksuni then has to
perform a formal act in which the motion is fourfold (i.e. a jn'apticaturthakarman20*) in order to ask the bhiksunis whether they agree to confer
to the Srlimaneri a training for two years in the precepts, under guidance
of her upHdhyHyini66*. In case they agree, the matter is hereby settled.
Subsequently, one has to explain the six rules (k$&)71particularly to
be taken into account by a Si@amHnii to this newly accepted jikamdnii.
69. See T.1428, p.924a16-c4. A similar exposition (with the exception of the
explanation on the six rules to be particularly taken into account by a di&amiind)
is found in the Bhikyunivibhanga, PBc. 121, p. 755~5-24.
70. See T.1428, p. 924a17-19. I will discuss this further on pp. 62ff.
71. These six rules differ from Vinaya to Vinaya:
The Pali Vinaya has the same rules as T.1428 (OLDENBERG, H., Vinaya Pitakam,
Vol.lV, p. 319). T.1421, p. 46a2, says that there are six rules, without, however,
explaining them. T.1425, p.471~2-15gives eighteen rules: HIRAKAWA, A.,
1982, pp. 54-55: "(1) (The iibamiind) should take her seat (in a position) below
all the bhikyunis and above all the driimanerik2s (female novices). (2) Something
that is an offence for a iik~.amHnii(need) not to be an offence for a bhibuni. (3)
Something that is an offence for a bhiksqi is also an offence for a iiksamiind.
(4) A bhihunimay stay with a dibamiinii (in a cell) for three consecutive days.
(5) A BikyamZnii may stay with a driimanerikii (in a cell) for three consecutive
days. (6) A iikyamcind may give some food to a bhibzmi. (7) A fik;ramiinii may
be given any food by a driimanerikii, but she may not boil the five kinds of
vegetables, nor receive gold, silver and coins. (8) (A dikyamiinii) should not point
out to a bhikyuni any of the bhikyuni's offences from thepdriijika down to the
vinaydtikrama. (9) (A diksamiinii) may not speak (to a bhiksuni) concerning
(matters of) not committing sexual intercourse, not stealing, not killing, not lying.
(10, 11) (10) (A kikyamiinii may not attend the Posadha meeting of the bhikyuni
Order, (1 1) not attend the praviirand meeting of the bhibuni Order). On the
Posadha day and on thepriivaranii day, before the Order's meeting, putting her

palms together She (sic) should say 'I am so-and-so, pure and unsullied. May the
Order remember that I have followed (the eighteen rules for a SibamEni).' She
should repeat it three times, then go out. (12) If a SiksaminE has committed one
of the last four of the eightpdrijikas, she must begin the Silrsa~nini'stwo year
course over again, and ought to start learning the disciplinary rules again on that
very day. (13) If the offence (that a Sik+amdnE has committed) is one of the
nineteen which constitute a samghiitiiesa offence, or any other offence (down to
the VinayEtikrama (sic)), she ought to make a dtrskta confession for each of the
offences which she has committed. (14-18) If she violates (any of) the next five
precepts, then her time as a SibamEni will be extended for as many days as she
has broken the precepts. What are these five? They are: (14) taking a meal at an
improper time, (15) taking food which was left over from the previous days, (16)
accepting gold, silver and money, (17) drinking liquor, and (18) decorating
herself with wreaths of flowers or incense." The Bhikstrnivibhanga of the M.-L.
School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 26-28, $$26-27, gives eighteen rules that agree to a
large extent with the eighteen rules given in T. 1425: NOLOT,E., 1991, pp. 15-17:
"Quelles sont ses obligations? [I] Vis-8-vis de toutes les nonnes, elle est
nouvelle; vis-b-vis de toutes les novices, elle est ancienne; elle doit se contenter
du sibge infkrieur. [2] Elle doit se contenter de la nouniture infkrieure. [3] Elle
doit se contenter du gruau infkrieur. [4] Les biens matkriels illicites pour elle sont
des biens matkriels licites pour les nonnes. [5] Les biens matkriels licites pour les
nonnes sont des biens matkriels illicites pour elle. [6] Les nonnes ne doivent pas
dormir tournkes de son c6tk; [7] elle-m&mene doit pas dormir tournke du c6t6 des
novices. 181 Les nonnes peuvent la charger de recevoir [des dons], except6
l'agnikalpa*, [9] l'or et l'argent; [lo] elle-m&mepeut charger les novices de
recevoir [des dons]. [l 11 I1 ne convient pas qu'elle assiste au Posadha, [12] ni B
la Pravriranii. Mais, quand a lieu le Posadha ou la PravEranE, montant jusqu'au
rang des anciennes puis accomplissant I'alijali debout devant elles, elle doit dire:
"Je salue. 6 k y 8 , considkrez-moi commeApure"- et une deuxibme, une troisikme
fois. Quand elle a dit trois fois "Je salue. 0 &y8, considkrez[-moil comrne pure",
elle doit partir. [13] I1 ne convient pas de lui faire entendre le Pritimoksasiitra.
Au contraire, il faut lui faire apprendre tout ce qu'elle peut apprendre avec une
padaphalalci**; il faut [lui] dire: [14] "I1 ne convient pas d'enfieindre la chastetk;
[15] il ne convient pas de prendre ce qui n'est pas donnk; [16] il ne convient pas
d76terla vie, de sa propre main, b un &trehumain; [17] il ne convient pas de
prktendre mensongbrement i un pouvoir surnaturel" - ainsi doit-on lui faire
apprendre tout ce qu'elle peut apprendre avec une padaphalakE. [18] Les
infractions aux cinq prkceptes [sont]: manger hors du temps prescrit; manger des
aliments mis en rkserve; accepter l'or et l'argent; porter des parfums, des
guirlandes, des fards, boire des liqueurs, de l'alcool, des boissons fortes."
* NOLOT,E., 1991, p. 16, note 34: "[ ...I Le compost signifie litt. "prkpark au feu"
ou "rendu licite par le feu"; [...I. I1 n'est pas impossible a priori qu'agnikalpa
dksigne les cinq ckrkales bouillies ou grillkes du rkgime monastique [...I. La
proxirnitk de jitariiparajata [gold and silver] indique peut-&trequ'il s'agit d'une
substance prkcieuse."
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The first four of these six rules coincide with the first four piircijika
0ffenses7~:(1) sexual intercourse, (2) stealing (anything with a value of
five coinsT3, or more), (3) taking human life and (4) lying about one's
spiritual achievements. The other two rules are: (5) a iiksarniinii may not
eat at the wrong time, i.e. after noon, and (6) she may not drink alcohol.
The disciplinary measures that are to be taken against a 4iksamcinci who
transgresses one of these six rules are explained in the Bhihunivibhariga,
piicittika 12374 of T. 1428: the four piiriijika offenses lead to a definitive

** NOLOT, E., 1991, p.17, note 36: "[ ...I le sens apparent est iplanchette, feuille
ou Bcorce [...I [pour Bcrire des] mots ou phrasesM. Mais [...I le terme pourrait
d6signer une nome spBcialis6e clans l'insmction des probatiomaires."
T.1435, p.327a7-c2, gives six rules: (1) she may not have an unchaste behavior,
(2) she may not steal, (3) she may not kill, (4) she may not lie, (5) she may not let
herself be touched by a man with impure thoughts from below her hair till her
wrist and her knee, (6) she may not do eight wrong things together with a man
with impure thoughts (to allow that the man touches her hand, that he touches her
clothes, that they stand together, speak together, make appointments, or go to a
secret place, to wait for a man, and to offer her body).
T.1443, p.1005a3-19, gives six rules and six additional rules. The six rules are:
she may not (1) walk alone, (2) cross a river alone, (3) touch a man on purpose,
(4) spend a night together with a man, (5) act as a go-between, and (6) conceal a
pdrajika offense of a bhikuni. The six additional rules are: she may not (1) touch
silver or gold, (2) shave her pubic hair, (3) dig in the ground, (4) cut grass or fell
a tree, (5) eat food that has not been given, and (6) eat food that has been left
over.
As said by HIRAKAWA, A.,1982, p.54, note 17, the six rules of the Pali Vinaya
and T. 1428 are probably the oldest.
72. Apdrdjika is an offense that leads to a permanent, lifetime exclusion from the
order. There are four offenses for monks and eight offenses for nuns: sexual
intercourse, stealing, taking human life and lying about one's spiritual achievements; and, only for nuns: having physical contact below the armpit and above
the knee, being together with a man and doing eight wrong things (According to
T.1428, p. 716a24-27: touching the hand, touching the clothes, going to a secret
place together, being in a secret place, talking together, walking together, leaning
against one another, and making appointments. The eight wrong things differ
slightly from Vinaya to Vinaya), concealing a grave offense of another bhikuni
(in all Vinayas stated to be apdrdjika, and in T.1435, p. 304a28-29, also stated to .
be a samghZvaiesa), and persisting in accompanying a suspended bhiku.
73. mdfaka: see RHYS DAVIDS, T.W. and STEDE,W., PED, p. 531, S.V.rndsaka:
"lit. a small bean, used as a standard of weight & value; hence a small coin of
very low value. Of copper, wood & lac."
74. See T.1428, p. 756b18-c25.
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expulsion from the order; the two other offenses and offenses closely
linked to the four piiriijika offenses lead to an extension of the two-.year
training.
T. 1428 also mentions that, apart from these six rules particularly to be
taken into account by a 4iksamcinci, a 4iksamcinii also should study all the
precepts for bhiksunis, except for the precept on offering and accepting
food with one's own hands75.
The latter regulation for the 4ibamcinci is difficult to understand, since
no precept in the Priitimoksa2* for bhiksunis concerning offering and
accepting food with one's own hands is to be found. The first pratide4aniya76 offense in the Bhiksuvibhanga77 might give a clue to a solution. Here, a bhiksuni offers her own food to a bhikszr. However, when
she, because of this, becomes very weak and ill, Buddha says that a
bhiksu may not, with his own hands, accept food of a bhiksuni, except
when he is ill or when the bhiksuni is related to him. If he does accept
food, he commits a pratideianiya offense. T. 142878 also says - by
means of a standardized formula - that in case a bhikszrni accepts food,
she commits a duskta79, and that, in the same case, also a 4iksamcin5, a
Jrcimanera, and a 4rcimaneri (i.e. a probationer, a male, and a female
novice) commit a duskrta. This implies that they too cannot accept food
from a bhiksuni.
In the Pali Vinaya, Bhikkhzrvibhanga, Pdtidesanwa 180, we find the
interesting remark that, although a monk cannot accept food from a nun
with his own hands, he may accept food from a sikkhamcinii or from a
siimaneri,
75. See T.1428, Bhiksuniskandhaka, p. 9 2 4 ~ 2 - 4(particularly, p. 924~3-4:
Lkfi)E@&$@!&&,
exception made for giving food to a bhiksuni a n d
personaJly taking food to eat); Bhiksunivibhariga, PBc. 121, p. 755~23-24
(particdarly: Q $@!&@&$i!lth, exception made for taking food with one's
own hands and offering food to someone else).
76. These minor offenses concern the acceptance and the consumption of inappropriate food. These offenses have to be confessed.
77. T.1428, pp. 695~17-696b13.This offense is also found in the Pali and the other
Chinese Vinayas: OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 175-177,
pG(idesaniya 1; T.1421, pp. 71~7-72b6,pratideianiya 1; T. 1425, pp. 397a14398a1, pratideianika 2; T.1435, p. 13 1a6-b18, pratideianiya 1; T.1442,
pp. 897a22-899b18, pratideian j a 1.
78. See T.1428, p. 696b7-8.
79. This literally means 'a bad action' and indicates a very light offense.
80. See note 77.
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Furthermore, the ninth rule for the 4ilqamGnds in T. 142581 says that a
4ikamGnG can give some food to a bhiksuni.
Considering the above mentioned facts, we can state that a bhikszl and,
as mentioned in T.1428, a bhiksuni, may not accept food from a
bhikpuni with their own hands. This also implies that a bhiksuni cannot
give food into the hands of a bhiksu or a bhiksz~ni.This might be the
precept for bhikunis referred to in the above mentioned passage concerning the precepts to be followed by a Jiksamdnd.
In case the latter precept is the precept for bhiksunis referred to in the
passage concerning the precepts to be followed by a 4iksamGnG, then we
are confronted with a contradiction in T. 1428:
I. On the one hand, in the Bhiksuniskandhaka of T. 1428, it is said that
a 4iksamBnd should follow all the precepts for bhiksunis, except for the
one precept on offering and accepting food with one's own hands, a
precept that we have identified as being equivalent to the firstpratidejaniya in the Bhiksuvibhanga. Unlike a bhiksuni, a 4iksamGnd can offer
food to a bhiksu or to a bhiksuni with her own hands, and can receive
food from a bhiksuni. The above is congruous with the Pali Vinaya,
Bhikkhuvibhanga, PGtidesaniya lgo*, where it is said that a monk can
always accept food from a sikkhamdnG or from a sdmaneri, which
implies that a sikkhamdnd or a sdmaneri also can give food to a monk,
and also coincides with the ninth rule to be taken into account by a
4ilqamGnG of T. 14258l*, according to which a 4iksamdnd may give food
to a bhiksuni.
11. On the other hand, in the Bhiksuvibhanga, Pratideianiya 1 of
T.1428, it is said that a bhiksu cannot receive food from a bhiksuni and
that this also applies to a bhiksuni, a 4iksamGnd, a 4rdmanera and a
ircmaneri. These, equally, cannot receive food from a bhiksuni. This is
in direct conflict with the above mentioned (I.). A possible explanation
for this contradiction in T.1428 may be that, in the Bhiksuvibhanga,
Pratideianiya 1, T.1428 uses a standardized formula82, to be found in
many other precepts, as a result of which, probably, no attention was
paid to the particular position of the 4iksamdnG (and, possibly, as
mentioned in the Pali Vinaya, of the irdmaneri).
81. Seenote71.
82. T.l428,pratidejan&a 1 , p. 696b7-8: ~thE%~B&X@BB?~5t1~3Ri4E%Z
,%, a bhibuni is with a d q k t a . A jikamdnd, a irdmanera and a irdmaneri are
with a dusbta
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The difference between a driimaneri and a Biksamanii appears to be only
formal. As we can see from the above, the admission ceremony; by
means of a jfiapticaturthakarman, of a SiksamiinE, is a lot more elaborated than the one of a iriimaneri, for whom no formal act has -to be performed. Except for this formal element, of which it might be expected
that it leads to a different status of the two members, there appears to be
no essential difference as to their role, or duties in the bhiksunisamgha;
In this way, having a closer look at the ten precepts
imposed
upon a Sriimaneri and on the six rules (&?A) to be particularly taken
into account by a Biksamiinii, we see that the six rules of the Siksamiinii
coincide with six of the ten precepts imposed on a Sramaneri. This does
not mean that a Biksamiinii does not have to follow the other four
precepts, precepts saying that a Briimaneri may not wear flowers,
perfume or jewelry, that she may not sing, dance, or make music, or go
to see singing, dancing and music, that she may not use a high, large,
and big bed, and that she may not possess gold, silver, or money. Since
it is also said that a Siksamiinii has to keep all the precepts that apply to
bhiksunis, except for one (i.e. the precept on offering and accepting
food), this implies that a Siksamiinii necessarily also has to follow the
four remaining precepts for a Sriimaneri, these latter precepts belonging
to the set of precepts for bhiksunisa.
This could still lead to the wrong conclusion that a iriimaneri has to
follow ten precepts only, while a Siksamiinii has to keep up all the
precepts for bhiksunis, except for one, hereby particularly taking into
account six rules. Since in these cases where the commentary on these
precepts for bhiksunis (of the Bhiksunivibhanga) is also applicable to
iiksamiiniis and to iriirnaneris, there always is an indication of the
offense committed by the latter two members of the community, it is
evident that also the latter two members of the community have to keep
up the precepts concerned, be it that - exception made for the case they
commit one of the first four piiriijika offenses84 - Siksamdniis a n d
Sriimaneris are not punished in the same way as bhihunis are.

(+a)

83. A bhiksuni may not embellish herself (Bhiksunivibhariga, Picittika 157). A
bhikunimay not go to see singng, dancing and music (Picittika 79). A bhiJquni
must follow strict rules concerning the bedding she uses (PEcittikas 68 and 69).
A bhikunimay not possess gold, silver or money (Nihsargikap5cittika 9).
84. Of these fourpdriijika offenses, the BhiJqunivibhariga only mentions the essentials. Exception made for some additional commentary on the first pErdjika
offense, the commentary is to be found in the Bhiksuvibhariga. In the com-
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Hence, we have to conclude that for a Biksamdnd or a Brdmaneri, the
offenses that are mentioned and the measures that are taken are the same.
Finally, it is interesting to note that all the formal acts and all the ceremonies performed by the bhiksunisamgha can only be done by the
bhiksunis themselves, whereas both the Brdmaneris and the Biksamciniis
cannot participate in them.
We thus have to conclude that, since the precepts to be followed by
and the measures that can be taken against a Brdmaneri and a 4iksamdnii
are the same, and since both do not participate in the ceremonies and the
formal acts in the bhiksunisamgha, there is no essential difference
between the position of a Srcimaneri and the one of a Biksamdnd, except
probably for the social rank in the community, given the importance
attached to the admittance ceremony of a Jiksamdnd.
c. the ordination ceremony

When a Bihamdnd has concluded the two-year training, she is ready to
become a bhiksuni, provided that she did not act against one of the six
that she particularly has to take into account.
rules (j-ig)
In the Bhiksuniskandhaka4*, T. 1428 explains how this ceremony is to
be camed outss:
Although the candidate to the ordination, as a Brdmaneri and as a
iiksamanci, has been guided by an upiidhyiiyini66*, she now must officially ask a bhiksuni to become her upzdhydyini. After this request, repeated three times, that bhiksuni consents to become her upcidhyayini.86
Next, the candidate has to be led to a place from where she can see the
bhiksunisamgha, but cannot hear it. The karman masters7 then performs
mentary on the first fourpdrdjika offenses, the Bhiksuvibhanga mentions that in
case a Srdmanera, a irdmaneri or a iilqamdnd commit such an offense, they
commit a duskrta and they have to be sent away definitively. Although a
irdmanera, a Srdmaneri and a iiksamdnd are not said to have committed the
same offense as a bhihu (or a bhilquni), they are punished in the same way.
85. See T.1428, pp. 924~4-926a26.A similar exposition is found in the Bhiksunivibhariga, PZc. 124, pp. 756~26-758~28.
86. See T.1428, p. 924~4-7.
87. %i$,karmakcfraka (?) (f. karmakcfrifi): cf. WOGLW.R.4, U., B W p. 323, S.V.
karmakiiraka: {$?%@,{'$fig;figs, {'%{$%;
EDGERTON, F., BHSD,
p. 170, S.V.karmakdraka: "the presiding officer at an assembly of monks and
nuns before which a jfiapti, q.v., is presented; he or she presents the jfiapti, and
the following karmavdcand, q.v. (if any)." %g$ possibly also may render the

a jn"aptikarnzan20*, in order to appoint an instructress88 in the bhiksunisamgha.89 Hereafter, that instructress goes to the candidate and asks her
whether she possesses the five required robes (i.e. the antarvcisa, the
uttariisanga, the samghiiti, the samkaksikci, and the robe that covers the
shou1de1-90)as well as the alms bowl (piitra), after whch the instructress
Skt. term karmicElya* (f. karrndcityi*): cf. NLKAMIIRA,H., BGD, p. 164, s.v.

$A@:Pali kamma-Ecariya.
88. ?&@G@,
anuiEsikE: cf. WOGTHARA, U., BW, p. 68, s.v. anuicisalca: %kg@.
Apart
from the upidhyiiyini and the karmakEriki, the anu.kisikE is the third person to
be present during an ordination ceremony. In addition to these three, seven
witnesses are required (cf. T.1428, p. 886a22-28, in the chapter concerning an
intervention of Buddha in Camps, where he explains, among other things, which
kind of assemblies have to carry out community proceedings).
89. See T.1428, p. 924~10-12.
90. See T.1428, p. 924~13-14.
These are the five robes that are to be possessed by a bhiksuni. The first three
correspond to the three robes of a monk: an antarviisa, i.e. an inner robe, an
uttarrlsariga, i.e. a upper robe, and a samghdti, i.e. an outer cloak: see H O m R ,
I.B., BD, Vol.11, p. 1, note 2: "The antaravEsaka is put on at the waist, and hangs
down to just above the ankles, being tied with the kiiyabandhana, a strip of cloth
made into a belt or girdle [ ... 1. The uttarEsariga is the upper robe worn when a
monk is in residence. It covers him from neck to ankle, leaving one shoulder bare
[ ... 1. The sarighai is put on over this when the monk goes out. It may be exactly
the same size as the uttarEsariga, but it consists of double cloth, since to make it
two robes are woven together. [ ... ] All these three robes are made in the patchwork fashion."
The two additional robes are {@g%([seng-chieh-chh], a phonetic rendering of
a robe that covers the shoulder.
the SM. samkabiki?) and
, 1975, pp. 133By comparing several texts and dictionaries, VON H ~ B E RO.,
139, concluded that a samkabiki is a small band worn to support the breasts, so
that they do not catch the eye. This is also the reason why according to T.1428,
Bhiky;univibhariga,Pgc. 160, a samkahikE should be worn by a bhiksuni. Still
according to 0. VON HINUBER,another garment should be worn over the
samkabiki: a gandapraticchidana (pafa), lit. a robe to hide the rounding (of the
breasts). This latter statement is based upon information given in the Bhibunivibhariga of the M.-L. School (ROTH,G., 1970, bhiksunlprakimaka (miscellaneous matters), p.313, $277). The Skt. term gandapraticchiidana (pata)
corresponds to the Chinese term BE& in the Bhiky;univibhanga of the Chinese
Vinaya of the MahZsZmghika School (T.1425, p. 546b28). This makes it clear
that the purpose of wearing S,@Z is to cover the rounding of the breasts.
Probably this robe also covered the shoulder left bare by the uttarEsanga.
These two additional robes of the bhihunis are not the same in all the Vinayas.
In passages where the five robes are enumerated in the Vinayas, we find the
following two additional robes:

OLDENBERG, H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.11, p.272: (1) samkacchika, (2)
udakasdtikd, i.e. a bathing-cloth. This Vinaya does not mention a cloth worn over
the samkacchika.
T.1421, p. 187~19-20:(1) @E%: a robe that covers the shoulder, (2) 7h%$%:
a bathing-cloth. Apart from this, in the Bhi~univibhariga,PHc. 181, p. 98al1-17,
it is said that a bhik,runi should wear a samkakr;iE (I@fi% [seng-ch'i-chih]).
T.1425, p. 472b21-22 and p. 521a25-26: (1) @ E z : a robe that covers the
shoulder, (2) F@% @. 472b22)
@. 521a26): a bathing-cloth. Apart from
this, in the Bhiksunivibhariga,prakirnaka 23, p. 546b25-c2;it is said that a
bhibuni should wear a @E%over the samkabikd (I@$fiZ [seng-ch'i-chih]).
In the Skt.* Bhibunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, we find the same information: ROTH, G., 1970, p. 146, $165: (1) kanthapraticchddana**: a robe that
covers the rounding (of the breasts), (2) udakaidtiE: a bathing-cloth. Apart from
this, in the Bhiksunivibhanga,prakirnaka24, p. 313, $277, it is said that a
bhibuni should wear a gandapraticchddana (pata) over the samkakikE.
* See note 3.
** According to NOLOT, ~.,1991,p. 136, note 174, this should be gan&praticcjlddana.
T.1428, p. 924~13-14:(1) @ % Z : samkaksikd, (2) @d&:
a robe that covers
the shoulder. Apart from this, in the Bhibunivibhanga, PBc. 102, p. 749a19-b16,
a bathing-cloth (:&E)to be wom by a bhibuni is mentioned.
T.1435, p. 335132%:(1) BE%:arobe that covers the shoulder, (2) (g{@,g [chiihsiu-lo]: this is a phonetic rendering of the Skt. kusiilaka. There are different
opinions about what exactly a kusiilaka is: according to NAKAMURA,H., BGD,
p. 269, it is an undergarment, also called
(bamboo basket), because of its
resemblance with such a basket. According to EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 189, S.V.
kusiilaka, there are two different garments called kustrlaka: a) "a woman's breastcovering" (= kusulaka); b) "a man's garment". The first interpretation is based on
the Mahdvyuzpatti, No.9000 ("@$L (!BTL?)"). To our opinion, since in T.1435
a kusiilaka is mentioned together with a 'robe that covers the shoulder', it could
well have the same use as a samkabik5 in T.1428, i.e. a garment to support the
breasts, worn under another garment that hides the rounding of the breasts and
covers the shoulder. EDGERTON's second interpretation, a man's garment, is also
to be found in T.1435, p. 347b14-17: what man's garment, in this passage, a
kusiilaka exactly is, is difficult to know. It is likely to be an undergarment. The
term samkaksikd (@$fiB [seng-ch'i-chih]) is mentioned only once in the
Vinaya, namely as part of a series of robes that can be used by a monk
@. 466a23). It is clear that the original sense of samkabikE has been lost here.
Besides this, in the Bhiksunivibhanga, PBc. 128, p. 335a1-25, a bathing-cloth
(:&%) to be worn by a bhihuni is mentioned.
T.1443, p.944138-9: (1) R@$&@ [chii-su-lo-chia]: kusiilaka, (2) i@M%
[seng-chiao-ch'i], which according to om opinion, is a phonetic rendering of the
Skt. term samkabih. What, in this Vinaya, exactly is meant by a kusiilaka or by
a samkabikd, and what the difference between these two is, is impossible to say.
Apart from the above two clothes, T.1443, Bhiksunivibhanga, PZc.139,
p. 1011a3-9, mentions a bathing-cloth (&%) to be worn by a bhibuni.
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questions her in order to find out if there are any stumbling blocks
(antarciya) to her ordination.91 She asks after her name and her,upcidhyciyini. She then asks whether she is twenty years old, whether she has
all the robes and the alms bowl, whether she has the permis'sion of her
parents and the permission of her husband, whether she has any debts,
whether she is not a slave, and whether she is a woman. Finally, the instructress questions the candidate concerning such diseases as leprosy,
boils, eczema, tuberculosis, epilepsy, bisexuality, or the disease that the
two tracts come together92, and asks her whether she is able to hold up
urine, excrements, mucus and saliva.
In case the answer is satisfactory, the instructress brings the candidate
back to the other bhiksunis and positions her within her reach. Hereafter,
the instructress performs a jiiaptikarman in order to ask the bhiksunisamgha for permission to let the candidate return among the bhiksunis.
In case the bhiksunisamgha consents, the instructress tells the candidate
to come nearer.93 The instructress then has to hold the robes and the
alms bowl of the candidate and has to instruct her to humbly ask the
bhiksunisamgha three times to confer her the ordination.94
After this request, the karman master performs a jiiaptikarman to ask
permission to interrogate the candidate in order to find out whether there
are any stumbling blocks to the ordination.95 The karman master then
asks the same questions as the instructress. This time, however, the
interrogation is public.96 In case the answer is satisfactory, the ordination is finally carried out by means of a jiiapticaturthakarman.97

91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

We can conclude that the three robes common for monks and nuns (antawrisa,
uttarrisanga, and samghati) are always the same. Furthermore, exception made
for the Pali Vinaya, every Vinaya mentions a bathing-cloth and two garments to
cover the breasts to be worn by a bhibuni. Of these three robes, two are added to
the three common robes, in this way making a series of five robes that should
always be possessed by a bhiksuni, and that a dilpamdna should possess at her
ordination ceremony.
See T.1428, p. 924~15-21.
This is further explained in the Bhilqinivibhanga, p. 774b7: it means that the
tracts of urine and excrements are not separated.
See T.1428, p. 924~22-27.
See T.1428, pp. 924~27-925a3.
See T.1428, p. 925a3-6.
See T.1428, p. 925a6-13.
See T.1428, p. 925a13-25.
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After the ordination ceremony in the bhiksunisamgha, the candidate
has to be led to the bhiksusamgha. She humbly asks the bhiksusamgha
three times to confer her the ordination.98 After this triple request, the
karman master of the bhiksus interrogates her on possible stumbling
blocks, as this had been done before in the bhiksunisamgha. The karman
master further asks the candidate whether she has studied the precepts
and whether she is pure99. In case her answer is satisfactory, he asks the
other bhiksunis whether the candidate has studied the precepts and
whether she is pure. In case the answer, again, is satisfactory, the
ordination is conferred to her by means of a jfiapticaturthakarman.100
Before the ordination ceremony is finally concluded, two important
instructions are given to the newly ordained bhiksuni. One first explains
the eight pcirzjika offenses which would exclude her definitively from
the order of bhikunis: i.e. sexual intercourse, stealing, talung human life
and lying about one's spiritual achievements, having physical contact
below the armpit and above the knee, being together with a man and
doing eight wrong things (according to T.1428, Bhiksunivibhariga,
p. 716a24-27: touching the hand, touching the clothes, going to a secret
place together, being in a secret place, talking together, walking
together, leaning against one another, and making appointments),
concealing a grave offense (i.e. a pcirzjika) of another bhiksuni, and
persisting in accompanying a suspended bhik?u. The newly ordained
bhibuni has to profess that she is able to take on these interdictions.101
Secondly, four supports (nijraya) are taught to her. These four supports
are: (1) she should dress in refuse ragsl02, (2) she should only rely on
alms food103, (3) she should dwell at the root of a treelo" and (4) she
has to use medicine made of putrid elementslos. These supports are the
98. See T.1428, p. 925a25-bl.
99. pariiuddha, without stumbling blocks.
100. See T.1428, p. 925b1-17.
101. See T.1428, pp. 925b17-926a5.
102. pdmsukiila (WOGIHARA, U., B W, p. 770; EDGERTON,
F., BHSD, p. 307).
103. pindapdta (WOGIHARA, U., BW, p. 784; EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 307).
104. v?.bamiiZa (WOGIHARA, U., BW, p. 1265; EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 307).
105. @&9$,
medicine made of putrid elements: piitimuktabhaisajya (WOGIHARA,
U., B W, p. 802; EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 307). See RHYS DAVIDS, T.W. and
STEDE,W., PED, p. 470, s.v,piitimutta, "strong-smelling urine, usually urine of
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minimum requirements for a life as a bhiksu or as a bhiksuni; it is, however, allowed to receive more and better than what is stipulated in these
four supports, provided one does not ask for it. Because the candidate
may not be able to endure such an austere life, these s'upports are
explained to her before the conclusion of the ordination ceremony, and
the candidate is asked whether she will obey them.106
Ultimately, the ordination ceremony is officially concluded.lO7
As we have said before, Mah5prajFtpati Gautami and the five hundred
&kya women did not receive this official ordination: they became
bhiksunis by accepting the eight rules (gurudharmas) for bhiksunis.
When some bhiksunis suggested that the ordination of MahFtprajZpati
Gautami and the five hundred h k y a women was not valid, Buddha
again said that both ordinations have the same value, and that MahZpraj5pati Gautami and the five hundred sZkya women received the
precepts too.108
The Bhiksuniskandhaka of T.1428 then adds some special conditions
that can occur during the ordination ceremony. The most important
addition is that, after having been ordained in the bhiksunisamgha, a
candidate can receive the ordination in the bhiksusamgha by a proxy, in
case it is too dangerous for her to go to the monastery of the bhiksus.
This proxy has to be appointed by means of a jfiaptidvitiyakarman. For
her safety, the proxy must take two or three bhihunis with her.
It is thus to be seen that the ordination ceremony is a well organized,
highly formalized ceremony, focusing on the control exercised by the
full members of the community in order to prevent a newcomer to
damage this community. After ordination, the newly ordained bhiksuni
becomessa full member of the bhiksugisa~gha.This allows her to take
cattle used as medicine by the bhikkhu."; Bhikunivibhanga of the M.-L. School,
ROTH, G., 1970, p. 40, $51: "pplmiitram". According to NAKAMURA,H.,
BGD, p. 969, the Skt. term refers to urine and excrements of cows used as
medicine. On this, EDGERTON, F., BHSD, p. 350, s.v.piitimukta, says: "( [...] =
piitimutta, interpreted even by Pali comrns. as containing mutta = SM. miitra,
urine; this is prob. a late and secondary interpretation, suggested bypiiti [...I), a
medicinal decoction."
106. See T.1428, p. 926a5-19.
107. See T.1428, p. 926a19-26.
108. See T.1428, p. 926a27-b3.
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part in all the formal acts and the ceremonies that are performed by the
bhiksunisamgha. On the other hand, all the precepts for bhiksunis and
the measures they include, now all apply to her. Many offenses against
the rules of this ordination ceremony can be committed.

II. OOffeses against the ordination rules according to the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya
Below, all offenses against the ordination rules appearing in the Bhik+-univibhariga of
T. 1428 are enumerated, and each of them is compared with the corresponding offenses
in the other Vinayas. In this comparison, we restrict ourselves to the essentials.

In all the Vinayaslog, all the offenses committed against the rules of the
ordination ceremony, are found among the pacittika offense@*, except
for one offense that, in all the Vinayas, is classified as a samghdvaJesa
offensels*, and two offenses that only in T. 1425 and in the Bhiksunivibhariga of the MahBsBmghika-LokottaravBda School are classified in a
different categoryllo.
All offenses focus either on the candidate, or on the upcidhyEyini66*,
or on the ordination procedure. Moreover, T.1428 adds two offenses
that concern the period immediately following the ordination ceremony.
1) The candidate
a. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhariga, SamghEva4esa 5 (pp. 7 19b7-720a5, particularly, p. 719~15-18)lll:
"If a bhihuni knows in advance that a woman thief112 has to be put to

109. See note 1.
110. T.1428, PZc. 134 = T.1425, Bhikpnivibhanga of the M.-L. School, Samghdtiiesa 7.
T.1428, PZc. 137 E T.1425, Bhiksunivibhariga of the M.-L. School, nihsargikapdcaftika 18.
111. OLDENBERG, H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 225-227, Samghddisesa 2;
T.1421, p. 79b6-c24, Samghdvaiesa 4; T.1425, pp. 519~6-520b14,SamghHtiSesa 8; Bhi@univibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 138-141,
$5160-162, Samghdtiiesa 8; T.1435, pp. 309~14-3lob1 8, SamghdvaSesa 8;
T. 1443, pp. 935~11-936b2,SamghdvaSesa 10.
112. This coincides with the precepts in the Pali Vinaya and in T. 1435. In the precepts
of T.1421, of T.1425, and of the Bhi$univibhanga of the M.-L. School, it is a
woman who committed a crime (in T. 1421, this is explained as adultery or theft);
in the precept of T.1443, it is a woman who betrayed her husband (this is also
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death113 and that people know this"" and yet, without asking the king
or the ministers, and without asking the clanll5, admits116 her into the
mentioned in the introductory stories in the Pali Vinaya, in T.1421; in T.1425, in
the Bhi,@univibhangaof the M.-L. School, and in T.1435).
113. In T.1421, in T.1425, and in T.1443, this is said in the introductory story to the
precept and not in the precept itself.
114. This is not found in the Pali Vinaya, in T.1421, in T.1425, and in the Bhikunivibhanga of the M.-L. School.
115. Pali Vinaya:without asking the king, the order of nuns, a group* or a guild** or
a company***; T.1421: without asking her husband (who, as it is said in the
introductory story to the precept, is supported by the laws laid down by the
king); this is not found in T.1425 and in the Bhiksunivibhanga of the M.-L.
School; T.1435: without asking the king or the ,@atriyas;T.1443: without the
permission of her husband and the king.
* See HORNER,I.B., BD, Vol.111, p. 183, note 7: "Va. 910 [TAKAKUSU,J.,
NAGAI, M., SamantapGsGdikG, Vol.IV, p. 9101 makes out that this means a
group of wrestlers and so on. But, preceded by smgha, it might have the usual
Vin. meaning of a group (of two to four monks or nuns). On the other hand, it is
followed by two words that have no religious significance, and which denote
associations of people 'in the world'."
** See HORNER, I.B., BD, Vol.111, p. 183, note 8: "ppiiga = dhammapiiga, "a
guild under dhamma" (?), VA. 910 [TAKAKUSU,J. and NAGAI,M., SamantapGsGdikG, Vol.IV, p. 9101. Probably a guild governed by some rule or law."
*** See HORNER, I.B., BD, Vol.111, p. 183, note 9: "seni, a corporation,
company or guild of artisans or tTaders following the same business or dealing in
the same articles."
116. All the Chinese Vinayas use the term g , which originally meant "to bring (her)
into the order (= the first steps into the order)" ( N m , H., BGD, p. 997,
s.v. E$ O). As we can see in some Chinese Vinayas,later the meaning "to confer
the ordination" was added to this original meaning. In this precept of T.1428,
however, @ is used in the original meaning, i.e. the first of three actions (1) to
admither ( g ) , (2) to let her go forth, and (3) to confer her the ordination. In the
precept of T.1421, only the term
appears; from the commentary on the
precept, however, it is clear that also the third of the above three actions (i.e. to
confer her the ordination) is understood. Also in the precept of T.1425, only the
tern appears; from the commentary on the precept, it is, again, clear that the
ordination is to be understood, while to let her go forth and to let her become a
iiksamdnd constitute minor offenses. In the precept of T.1435, the term
E#$$?, to admit her as a disciple, appears. From the introductory story to this
precept, we h o w that the bhiksuni lets a woman go forth; the ordination,
however, is not mentioned. In the precept of T.1443, the term @ appears,
followed by the term 9mg;the ordination is not mentioned. Here E$ has its
original meaning.
The Pali Vinaya uses the verb vutthahati, in the causative vutthcpeti. On this
term HORNER,I.B., BD, Vol.111, p. xlvii says: "To "receive" or to "accepf' into
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order, lets her go forth and confers her the ordination, then this bhihuni
commits an immediate117 samghGva4esa that has to be given ~ p 1 1 8 . ~ ~
Since this offense is f o ~ ~ namong
d
the samghZva8esa offenses, it is
clear that it is a major transgression of the rules. Not only is the crime,
committed by the admitted woman, considered as a serious crime, the
avoidance of the punishment, moreover, leads to friction between the
order and the king and his ministers, whose support is essential to the
Buddhist order. The precepts in the other Vinayas mention equally
serious problemsll9, and except for T.1425 and for the Bhiksunivibhariga of the MahFisZmghika-LokottaravZda School, the other Vinayas
all say that, without the permission of the king to admit the woman into
the order, a major transgression, i.e. a samghZva4esa is comrnitted.120
We thus can say that it are the seriousness of the crime committed by
the admitted woman and the problems that arise from this admission that
justify the classification of this offense among the samghGva4esa
offenses.
Comparing this samghEva4esa precept with the corresponding precepts
in the other Vinayas, it is to be noticed that no Vinaya, except for
T.1425 and for the Bhiksunivibhariga of the MahZsFimghika-Lokottara-

117.

118.

119.
120.

an order is perhaps the nearest rendering for which there is any justification ...".
In the introductory story to this precept in the Pali Vinaya, the nun Thullanandii
lets the woman thief go forth. The ordination is mentioned in the commentary on
the precept.
In the Bhikunivibhariga of the M.-L. School, the verb ups-.\lsthd (in the
causative) appears. It is explained in the commentary on the precept as 'to let go
forth' and 'to confer the ordination'. To let her go forth and to let her become a
iikamdnd constitute minor offenses.
The samghGvaiesa offenses are divided in two categories: I) the immediate
('rathama) offenses; 2) the offenses on the third (admonition) (yavattrtqaka).
Whereas, in the first category, the bhiksuni immediately commits a
samghdvaiesa offense, in the second category, she first is admonished three
times. Only if she does not give up her bad behavior, she commits a
samghdvaiesa offense.
T.1421, T.1425, and the Bhikunivibhariga of the M.-L. School mention the
following exception: the bhiksuni commits no offense when the woman she
admits has already gone forth in a non-Buddhist community. The Pali Vinaya
says that there is no offense if the woman has already gone forth in a nonBuddhist community or if other nuns have already conferred her the ordination.
See note 112.
See note 115.

vada School121, mentions the 4iksamZn2 period in respect to this offense.
Moreover, the introductory story to this precept in T. 1428, T. 1421,
T. 1425 and in the Bhiksunl-vibhariga of the Mahiisiimghika-Lokottaravada School, all relate the story of either a woman thief or 'a woman
who has committed a crime and who has to be put to death. This
punishment will be executed by the king or by the woman's family. The
woman, however, escapes and is admitted in the order of the Buddhist
bhiksunis who confer her the ordination. When, later, the king or the
woman's family find out where the woman toolc refuge, they can no
longer punish her, because she now is a member of the bhiksunisamgha.
Since it is unlikely that the king or the family needed two years (i.e. the
length of a iiksamGn2 period) to discover where the woman fled to,
these stories seem to indicate a rapid ordination of the wonian thief or of
the woman who committed a crime. The other Vinayas, i.e. the Pali
Vinaya, T.1435 and T.1443, only tell how the woman took refuge
among the nuns, who let her go forth. The precepts mention no further
steps, i.e. a s'ibarnZnZ period or an ordination.
We thus have to conclude that this samghavaiesa precept indicates
that, at the time the precept was issued, the iiksamGnZ period did not
exist or was not taken into account. As we will see further, also other
precepts lead to a similar conclusion.
b. T. 1428, Bhiksunivibhariga, Pac.45*119 (p. 754b12-c15, particularly,
p. 754~2-3)122:
"If a bhiksuni knows that a woman is pregnant, and she admits her and
confers her the ordinationl23, then it is apZcittika."

121. These Vinayas mention the iibamdnd period in the commentary on the precept:
if a bhibuni confers the two-year instruction of a iibamdncf to a woman who
has committed a crime, she does not commit a samghdtiiesa offense, but a
sthiildtyaya, a serious offense (this term is used to indicate an offense that is very
close to apdrEjika or a samghcfvaiesa offense).
H., Vinaya Pifakam, Vol.IV, pp. 3 17-.318, Piic.61; T.1421,
122. OLDENBERG,
p. 92a24-b6, PBc. 116*; T.1443, pp. 1005~25-1006a5,PZc. 111.
* As the enumeration of thepacittika offenses is unclear in the Bhi~zmivibhanga
of T.1421, we follow the enumeration of the bhikszrnl;nritirnoksa of the same
school (T. 1423).
123. This coincides with the Pali Yinaya and T.1421. T.1443 says that the bhikuni
gives her the going forth.
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In the introductory story to this precept, it is said that a bhiksuni
admits a pregnant woman who gives birth after she has been ordained.
In this precept, there is no mention of the BiksamEr?Eperiod.
Since T.1428 says that a bhiksuni admits E l 2 4 a pregnant woman and
confers her the ordination, after which she gives birth, this ordination
was apparently given to her without a two-year instruction. The woman
was pregnant before she went forth, she received the ordination during
her pregnancy, after which she gave birth to a child. A 4iksamEnd period
would have avoided such a situation. The precepts of the Pali Vinaya
and of T. 1421 only say - without mentioning any earlier stage - that a
nun may not ordain a pregnant woman, while T.1443 only says that a
bhibuni may not let a pregnant woman go forth.
Since no Vinaya mentions the important probation period, and since in
T.1428, a bhiksuni admits a pregnant woman who gives birth after her
ordination, it is clear that, at time this precept was issued, the Biksamdnd
period did not exist or was not taken into account.
c. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, PZc. 120 @p.754~16-755a19,particularly,
p. 755a5-6)125:
"If a bhiksuni knows that a woman is breast-feeding a child, and she
confers her the ordination, then it is apGcittika."
Only three Vinayas mention this preceptl25*. In none of these three,
there is any reference to the two-year probation period during whch the
woman, logically, would have given birth to the child she is now breastfeeding. The introductory story to this precept in T.1428 says that a
bhiksuni admitted (&)124* a woman who was breast-feeding a child.
Again, it seems safe to say that, at the time this precept was issued, the
s'ik,ramdnd period did not exist or was not taken into account.
d. T.1428, Bhibunivibhanga, PZc. 121 (pp. 755a20-756a15, particularly,
p. 756a4-5)126:
124. Compare note 116.
125. OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, p. 3 18, PBc. 62; T. 1421, p. 92b7-12,
PBc. 117.
T.1435 contains a somehow different precept that says that a nun may not admit
into the order a woman whose children necessarily have to follow her into the
order (because no-one else can take care of them) (p. 329a15-b2, PBc. 119).
126. OLDENBERG, H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, p. 327, PHc.71; T.1425, p. 534b2c l l , PBc.96; Bhikunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH,G., 1970, pp. 238-

"If a bhiksuni knows that she [i.e. the woman candidate] is not k l l y
twenty years old, and she confers her the ordination, then it i s a
pzcittika."
The introductory story to this precept in T.1428 gives a survey of the
stages that precede the ordination, i.e. the going forth (pravrajyz) and
the probation (iiksarniinii) period.
e. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhariga, PZc. 125 (pp. 758~29-759b2,particularly,
p. 759a22-24)127:
"If a bhiksuni admits a married woman of ten, and she gives her the
two-year instruction in the precepts, then she may confer her the ordination when she is fully twelve years old. If she confers her the ordination128 when she is younger than twelve, then it is apiicittika."
The above precept (a) and the corresponding precepts in the other
Vinayasl27* led to the discussion whether the ordination (T.1435: the
admission into the community; T.1443: the going forth) can be conferred to a married woman aged twelve, or to a woman married for
twelve years. This discussion is caused by the use, in the Chinese
Vinayas, as well as in the Pali and the Sanskrit texts, of an ambiguous
structure to indicate both the age and the duration (of the marriage).
Moreover, the same structure is used in another precept (b) that says that
a bhiksuni who [has been ordained for] less than twelve years, may not
confer the ordination: Pali Vinaya, OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam,
Vol. IV, (a) p. 322, PSc.65: zinadvidasavassam; (b) p. 329, PZc. 74:
zinadvidasavassi; T.1421, (a) p. 91a18-19, Pac. 104: *%+I%;
(b)

240, $210, PZc.96; T.1435, p. 328b27-cl1, PZc. 116 (T.1435 does not explicitly
say that the bhihuni ordains the woman, but only states that the bhibuni admits
her into the order ( S a z ) ) ; T.1443, p. 1006b25-c10, PZc. 115.
T. 1421 does not contain this precept, but a precept that is linked to it: PZc. 106:
"If a bhi$uni confers the study of the precepts [i.e. the SiksamEnE period] to a
girl who is less than eighteen years old, then it is apacittika."
127. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 321-322, PZc.65; T.1421,
p. 91a15-21, Pac. 104; T.1425, pp. 535~19-536a1,PZc. 100; Bhi&qzivibhangaof
the M.-L. School, ROTH,G., 1970, p.245, $214, P2c. 100; T.1435, p. 325~1124, Pat. 108; T.1443, pp. 1004b28-1005a29,Pat. 108.
128. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya, T.1421, T.1425, and the Bhi~univibhanga
of the M.-L. School. T.1435 does not explicitly say that the bhikuni ordains the
woman, but only states that the bhibuni admits her into the order (%I+%),
while T. 1443 states that she gives her the going forth.
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,
102:7T;$@j-f-=%; T.1425, (a) p. 535~26,PZc. 100: j @ - f - 1
p. 9 0 ~ 1 5PBc.
E ; (b) p. 533a29-bl, PZc.-fa-t92:
1 E ) ; Bhibunivibhanga of the MahBsgmghilta-LokottaravZda School, ROTH, G., 1970, (a) p. 245, $214,
PZc. 100: iina-dvddaia-varsdm; (b) p. 232, $206, PZc.92: iinadvddajavarsd; T. 1428, (a) p. 759a24, PPc. 125: $@+I
(b);
p. 7 6 1 ~ 5PZc.
, 131:
%?k?85rjf.-f;
T. 1435, (a) p. 325~21,Pgc. 108: j??@j-f-Z%;
(b) p. 325b
12-13,PZc. 106: T?$-f;/
T.1443, (a) p. 1005a25, Pac. 108:pl?k?%-/I;(b) p. 1004a18, PZc. 106: %@5rjf.I%).
As we can see, the above mentioned structures do not permit to decide
whether the age of the candidate or the years she has been mamed are
indicated.
The usual age to receive the ordination is twenty. If a bhiksuni ordains
a younger woman, she commits a pdcittika offense (i.e. PBc. 121, see
before). In the latter precept, no difference between a single girl or a
married woman is mentioned. It is, however, interesting to note that in
all the Vinayasl29 two different terms to indicate the woman candidate
appear: in the precept that says that a woman should be twenty years old
to receive the ordination, the terms used to indicate the woman are the
Chinese
(girl), the Pali kumdribhiitd (girl), and the Sanskrit3*
kumdribhiitd (girl), while in the precept concerning the married woman
candidate the terms to indicate the woman are the Chinese B&$*
(T.1428), %& (T.1421, T.1435, T.1443), $8 (T.1425), the Pali gihigatd, and the Sanskrit3* grhicaritd. Although the use of these different
terms in the two precepts clearly indicate that a single girl and a mamed
woman are to be distinguished at the moment they want to become a
member of the order, the question whether for the married woman the
age of the candidate or the years she has been married are indicated still
remains.
Some introductory stories to this precept, however, clearly indicate
that the age of the candidate is to be understood: the introductory stories
preceding the precept in T.1425 and in the Bhiksunivibhanga of the
Mahgsamghika-LokottaravZda School relate how the nuns notice that
129. Except for T.1421, all the Vinayas contain the precept concerning the minimum
age of twenty of the woman candidate (see note 126), and all the Vinayas also
contain the precept concerning the married woman candidate (see note 127).
Although T.1421 does not contain the fonner precept, it contains a precept that is
linked to it: PBc. 106: "If a bhiksuni confers the study of the precepts [i.e. the
6ibamdnd period] to a girl who is less than eighteen years old, then it is a
pdcittika."
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married women, accepted into the order, are able to endure hard work
and seem to be very smart. Therefore, the nuns ask if it is permissible to
confer the ordination to married women who are less than twenty years
old (i.e. the usual age for an ordination).130 After Buddha has given the
permission, the nuns confer the ordination to young married women
who are only eight or nine years old. These women, however, are too
small and feeble to endure hard work. Buddha then says that the ordination cannot be conferred to a married woman who is less than twelve
years old.
The introductory story to this precept in T.1443131 clearly says that
mamed women of the age of twelve have the same capacities as single
women of the age of eighteen, and that the two-year instruction of the
4iksam~inHcan be conferred to them.
The introductory stories to this precept in the three above mentioned
Vinayas indicate, without any doubt, that the real age of the married
woman is to be understood in the precept they introduce, and not the
duration of the marriage. The introductory stories to this precept in the
other Vinayas, however, give no information that enables us to decide
between these two possibilities: the Pali Vinaya, T.1421, and T.1428
only say that married women younger than twelve - or married for less
than twelve years - do not possess the necessary capacities to become a
nun, whereas T. 1435 gives no information at all.

$aI+m;

130. T.1425, p. 535~21-22:
Bhik,runivibhanga of the M.-L. School, RoTH
G., 1970, p.245, $214: iina-vimfati-varsdm. The only way to interpret these
structures is 'less than twenty years old', the age of twenty years being the
normal age to receive the ordination. Since married women appear to be very
capable, the nuns ask to allow an exception for these women so that they can be
ordained before they are twenty years old.
Another, theoretical, interpretation of the request of the nuns would be: is it
permissible to confer the ordination to a woman who has been married for less
than twenty years? If this request is not granted, it would imply that mamed
women necessarily have to be older than twenty years at the time of their ordination, and that for some reason their ordination has to be postponed and cannot
be conferred at the usual age of twenty years. Since the introductory story to the
precept tells us how these married woman are smart and capable to endure hard
work - which means that they possess the capacities to become a nun -it is clear
that this brings the nuns to the idea to ask for an exception for these mamed
women so that they can confer them the ordination at an earlier (and not at a
later) age than the usual one.
See also NOLOT, E., 1991, pp. 392-393.
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In this way, the question whether the interpretation of T. 1425, of the
Bhiksunivibhariga of the MahBsBmghika-LokottaravBda School, and of
T. 1443 also applies to the other Vinayas remains. The answer to this
question cannot be found in the Vinayas themselves. More information
is to be found in some commentaries:
In T. 1804132,p. 155a5-7, Tao-hsiian (596-667 AD) seems to indicate
that, in T. 1428, the real age of the married woman is to be understood:
~fif~l~&%~%%&XZ/~\qB%q+%%E
i.e~
h"In
& the
,
Vinaya in Four Parts, a young girl, aged eighteen, ought to study the
precepts for two years [i.e. the Jiksamcincl period]. It further says that a
young married woman, aged ten, [ought] to be given the six rules [to be
particularly taken into account by a 4iksamcind]". Since the text calls the
married woman, a young (/I\+) married woman, we opt for the interpretation 'a young married woman, aged ten'.
Also Buddhaghosa's (fifth century AD) commentary on the Pali
Vinaya says that, after having given a married girl of ten the agreement
to study, the ordination may be conferred to her when she has completed
twelve years of age (TAKAKUSU, J, and NAGAI, M., SamantapiiscidikC,
Vol. IV, p. 94 1: Chatthe, dasavassciya gihigatciya sikkhEsammutim datvC
paripunnadvcidasavassam upasampcidetum vatfati). Since the text does
not inform us that ' ~ a r i p u n n a d v c i d a s a v a s s ahas
~ to be related to the
duration of the marriage, we opt for the interpretation 'when she has
completed twelve years of age".
Finally, the commentary written by Gunaprabhal33 related to the
MGlasarvBstivBda traditionl34, clearly indicates that the real age of the
married woman is to be understood: BAPAT, P.V. and GOKHALE,V.V.,
Vinayasiitra, p.52 (the transcription is based on NOLOT, E., 1991,
p. 393):
upasampat-kdlasyddih I sa dvi[vi]dho 'sydh / kumdrikdydh vimSati-varsatvam
grhositciydh dvddaia-varsatvam ...; grantho 'tra bhikunivibharige yd grhositci
daia-varsci kumcirikd-bhiitd vd astcidaia-varsd 1 tasydh dve varse JiQcisamvytir
d q d ti (

132. T.1804 is a commentary written by Tao-hsiian (596-667 AD). It focuses on
T.1428, but also gives commentary on the other Chinese Vinayas (T.1421,
T.1425, and T.1435).
H., 1980, p. 147, king Harsa adored Gunaprabha as
133. According to,N
a spiritual teacher. The reign of king Harsa can be situated in the beginning of the
seventh century (RENOU, L. et FILLIOZAT,J., 1985, Tome Premier, p. 266).
134. Cf. BAPAT,p. V. and GOKHALE,V.V., 1982,p. xvii.
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Translated in NOLOT, E. op. cit., p. 393:
Terminus a quo pour l'ordination - il est de deux sortes pour une [femme] pour
une jeune fille, il consiste A avoir vingt ans; pour une femme mariCe, il consiste i
avoir douze ans ...; le libelle s'en trouve dans le Bho: "Quand une femme mariCe a
dix ans, ou quand une jeune fille a dix-huit ans, on peut lui donner I'agrCment
pour l'instruction durant deux ans".

We can thus conclude that the three above mentioned commentaries all
seem to indicate that the real age of the candidate is to be understood,
and not the duration of the marriage.
As we have said before, T. 1443 states that the 4iksamZnZ period can be
conferred to a married woman aged twelve, while the commentary of
Gunaprabha says that a married woman can become a 8iksamZnE at the
age of ten, and can be ordained when she is twelve years old. This latter
statement coincides with the other Vinayas (providing we accept that all
the Vinayas indicate the real age of the married candidate).
On the other hand, some modern authors defend the theory that a
married woman should be married for twelve years before she can
receive the ordination. Among the most important defenders of this
E., 1926, p. 138, ROTH, G., 1970, p.245,
theory are WALDSCHMIDT,
note 3, and HORNER,I.B., BD, Vol.111, pp.1-lil35. G. ROTH gives no
arguments for his statement. E. WLDSCHMIDT bases his statement on a
sentence in a Sanskrit fragment of a Buddhist ordination ceremony
discovered and edited by C. BEND ALL^^^. C. BENDALL regards the text
as probably earlier than the Christian era, and attributes it to the Miilasarvastivada School. On the ordination of a married woman, the text
says: stri dvZda4avarsag~hayuktZ,"a woman must be married for twelve
years". However, C. BENDALL himself considers the yuktL! in this
sentence as being a doubtful reading, and, later, NOLOT, E., 1991,
p. 392, notes that it probably has to be vustZ instead of yuktZ. Consequently, this sentence cannot be used to support the theory that a married
woman only can receive the ordination after twelve years of marriage.
Finally, I.B. HORNER,refers to the above mentioned WALDSCHMIDT,
E., 1926, p. 138 for her statement. She hrther states that since a girl is
often married at eight, she attains the age of twenty after twelve years of
marriage, which is the usual age to receive the ordination. Only at this
135. In an earlier work, however, I.B. HORNERstated that the real age of the woman
is to be understood, and that, consequently, a married woman can receive the
ordination at twelve ( H O m R , I.B., 1930, p. 27).
136. BENDALL,C., 1903, pp.373-376.

age, women are able to endure the hard life of the nuns. This calculation
is certainly true. However, a girl can also be married at a different age,
which, after twelve years of marriage, consequently would lead to a
different and unusual age for the ordination. Moreover, if she is married
at an age later than eight, she would, after twelve years of marriage, be
older than twenty, but she still would have to wait till she has been
married for twelve years to be able to become a nun. This seems very
illogical. A married woman, older than twenty, certainly is as able to
endure hardships as other women of twenty. It thus seems more logical
to say that a married woman, because of her married life, is able to
endure hardships at an earlier age than a single woman, who has not the
same duties to fulfill.
We thus have to conclude that, since the introductory stories to this
precept in T.1425, in the Bhiksunivibhanga of the MahasamghikaLokottaravada School and in T.1443 clearly indicate that in the above
mentioned precept concerning the married woman candidate, the real
age of the candidate, i.e. twelve years, has to be understood and not the
duration of the marriage, and since, moreover, three important
commentaries, i.e. the commentaries by Tao-hsiian, Buddhaghosa and
Gunaprabha, all appear to understand the precept in this way, and since,
finally, as far as our knowledge goes, no text contradicts this statement whereas this is the case for the inverse statement - , an exception is
allowed for the age on which a married woman can receive the
ordination: while a single woman has to be twenty years old to receive
the ordination, a married woman can receive it at the age of twelve.
J: T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, Pac. 127 (pp. 759~7-760a7,particularly,
p. 759~26-271137:

137. T.142I9pp.91c28-92a5,Pic.112; T.1443,~.1014 a8-20, Pic.160.
T.1435, p. 328bll-26, has a somehow different precept. It says that if a bhikuni
admits a prostitute into the order, she should withdraw her to a distance of five
or six yojanas* (Pic. 115).
* MONIER-WILLIAMS,
M., SED, p. 858: "esp. a partic. measure of distance,
sometimes regarded as equal to 4 or 5 English miles, but more correctly = 4
KroSas or about 9 miles; according to other calculations = 2% English miles, and
according to some = 8 KroSas."
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"If a bhiksuni knows that she is such a person [= prostitutel38], and she
confers her the ordinationl39, then it is apEcittika."
g. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhariga, PBc. 135 (pp. 762c 17-763a26, pai-ticularly,
p. 763a13-15)140:
"If a bhiksuni knows that a woman makes love to a boy or to a man
and that she is a sad and angry woman, and she admits her into the
order, lets her go forth and confers her the ordinationl41, then it is a
pZcittika."
h. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, P3c. 165 (p. 773b20-c20, particularly,
p. 773~11-12):
"If a bhiksuni knows that a woman cannot hold up urine and
excrements and that mucus and saliva often run out, and she admits her
into the order and confers her the ordination, then it is apEcittika."
i. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, PSic. 166 (pp. 773~21-774a17,particularly,
p. 774a8-9)142:

138. Both in the introductory story to the precept (p. 7 5 9 ~ 8ff.) and in the commentary
on the precept (p. 759c27), 'such a person' is explained as 'a prostitute'.
139. This coincides with T.1421. In the precept itself, the Vinaya only says that a
bhikuni admits (E)
a prostitute. From the commentary to the precept, however,
it is clear that also the ordination has to be understood. T.1443 says that a
bhikuni lets a prostitute go forth.
140. This precept only coincides with a precept in the Pali Vinaya: OLDENBERG, H.,
Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 333-334, PBc.79.
Other Vinayas have closely connected precepts:
T.1425 and the Bhik-pnivibhariga of the M.-L. School say that a bhikuni may
not ordain a probationer who stays with a man (T.1425, p. 534a12-b2, PBc. 95;
Bhikunivibhariga of the M.-L. School, ROTH,G., 1970, p. 237, $209, PPc.95).
Both T.1435 and T.1443 contain two precepts that refer to the character of the
candidate: T.1435, pp. 328~28-329a14,PBc. 118, says that a nun may not admit
into the order
a woman who is mourning; T.1435, p.329b3-15,
PBc. 120 says that a nun may not admit into the order (g&@.)
a woman who
has a bad character. T.1443, pp. 1006~21-1007a14,PHc. 117, says that a nun may
not confer the going forth and the ordination to a woman who has a bad
character; T.1443, p. 1007a15-29, PBc. 118, says that a nun may not confer the
going forth to a sad and mourning woman.
141. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya. See also note 140.
.
PBc. 176.
142. T . 1 4 2 1 , ~97~1-7,

"If a bhikuni knows that a woman is a hermaphrodite and she confers
her the ordinationl43, then it is apdcittika."

j. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhaliga, PBc. 167 (p. 774a18-b16, particularly,
p. 774bl-2)144:
"If a bhiksuni confers the ordination to someone whose two tracts are
unitedl45, then it is apdcittika."
k. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, PBc. 168 (p. 774b 17-c20, particularly,
p. 774~9-10)146:
"If a bhiksuni knows that someone has difficulties because of debts, or
difficulties because of an illness, and she confers her the ordination, then
it is apdcittika."
2) The upddhyCyini
a. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, PBc. 13 1 (p. 761b11-c12, particularly,
p. 761~4-6)147:

143. In the precept of T.1421, it is said that if a nun admits (E)
a hermaphrodite, her
act constitutes a PBc. offense. From the commentary to the precept, it is clear that
'to admit' should be understood as 'to be her upddhydyini', and that the
bhikuni, as an upddhydyini, commits apdcittika offense when she confers the
ordination.
144. T.1421, p. 97~8-12,PBc.177.
145. In the precept of T.1421, it is said that if a nun admits (@) a woman whose two
tracts are united, her act constitutes a PBc. offense. The commentary to this
precept refers to the commentary to the preceding precepts, which means that 'to
admit' should be understood as 'to be her upddhydyini' (see note 143). The
cornrnentav to the parallel precept in T.1428 (p. 774b7) explains that 'the two
tracts are united' means that the tracts of urine and excrements are not separated.
146. T.1421 contains two precepts that are closely connected with this precept of
T.1428: PBc. 125 (p. 93a6-11) says that if a nun admits a woman who has been
ill for a long time, her act constitutes a PBc. offense; PBc. 127 (p. 93a17-21) says
that if a nun admits a woman who has debts, her act constitutes a PBc. offense.
The commentaries on the precepts refer to the commentary on preceding
precepts, from the latter we know that 'to admit' should be understood as 'to be
her upddhydyinf' (see note 143).
147. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, p. 329, PBc.74; T.1421, p. 90~11-18,
PBc. 102; T.1425, p. 533a20-b20, PBc.92; Bhikszrnivibhanga of the M.-L.
School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp.232-233, 5206, PBc.92; T.1435, p. 325b2-16,
PBc. 106; T.1443, p. 1004a10-21, PBc. 106.

"If a bhiksuni who has not been [a bhiksuni] for fully twelve years yet,
confers someone the ordinationl48, then it is apiicittika."
b. T.1428, Bhik,pnivibhariga, P l c . 133 (p. 762a15-b20, particularly,
p. 762b7-9)149:
"If a bhik~uni,not having bee* given the permission by the order to
confer someone the ordinationlso, says: 'The samgha has desire, has
hatred, has fear and has foolishnessl~l.What it wants to agree to, it
agrees to. What it does not want to agree to, it does not agree to.', then
it is apdcittika."

148. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya and T.1443.
In T.1421, it is said that a bhibuni who has not been a bhiksuni for fully twelve
years yet, may not accept disciples. The commentary to this precept adds that 'to
accept disciples' should be understood as 'to be their upddhyEyini' (see note
143). This coincides with T.1425 and with the Bhi~univibharigaof the M.-L.
School.
T.1435 only says that the bhiksuni who has not been a bhiksuni for fully
twelve years yet, may not admit someone into the order (t3).
149. OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, p. 331, PBc. 76; T.1421, p. 91~4-12,
PBc. 109; T.1425, p. 537b8-24, PBc. 109; Bhihunivibhanga of the M.-L. School,
ROTH, G., 1970, pp.254-255, $223, Pic. 109.
All the above mentioned precepts have in common that the order does not give
the p,eimission to a nun (either the permission to confer the ordination or the
permission to take on disciples), after which the nun criticizes this decision.
T.1435 contains a somehow different precept saying that, if a bhiksuni,
although the order told her to stop [to admit someone into the order], admits
someone into the order ( S R ) ,she commits a PBc. offense (p. 326a12-b3,
PBc. 110). This latter precept is closely connected with a precept in T.1443,
saying that, if a bhikuni accepts a lot of disciples although the order did not give
her the permission to accept as many disciples as she wanted, she commits a
PBc. offense (p. 1005b10-c24, PBc. 110). From the commentary to this precept, it
is clear that 'to accept disciples9is to be understood as 'to confer them the going
forth and the ordination'.
150. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya.
151. These reproaches are also to be found in the commentary on the precepts of the
Pali Vinaya and of T .1421.

3) The ordination procedure

a. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, PBc. 122 (p. 756a16-b17, particularly,
p. 756137-9) and b. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, PBc. 123 (p. 756b18-c25,
particularly, p. 756~8-9)152:
"If a bhiksuni, when a girl is eighteen, does not give her the two-year
instruction in the precepts, but, when she is fully twenty years old
confers her the ordination, then it is apzcittika."
This precept clearly states that a woman cannot be ordained without a
two-year probation period.
"If a bhiksuni, when a girl is eighteen, gives her the two-year instruction in the precepts, but does not give her the six rules, and, when she is
fully twenty [years] old, she then confers her the ordination, then it is a
pzcittika."

152. To T.1428, Bhik+univibhanga, PBc. 122 correspond: OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya
Pifakam, Vol.IV, pp. 327-328, PHc.72; T.1425, pp. 534~12-535a16,pHc.97;
Bhiksunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 240-242, $211,
PBc.97; T.1435, p. 329b16-c4, PHc. 121 (T.1435 does not explicitly say that the
bhibuni ordains the woman, but only states that the bhilyuni admits her into the
T.1443, p. 1006~11-20,PZc. 116.
order
The Pali Vinaya, T.1435, and T.1443 specify that, during this two-year
probation period, the woman probationer has to study the rules that she
particularly has to take into account (see note 71).
H., Vinaya
To T.1428, Bhi!qunivibhanga, PBc. 123 correspond: OLDENBERG,
Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 318-320, PHc.63; T.1421, p. 92a18-23, PZc. 115; T.1435,
pp. 326b5-327~21,PZc. 111 (T.1435 does not explicitly say that the bhiksuni
ordains the woman, but only states that the bhibuni admits her into the order
T.1443, p. 1007bl-12, PBc. 119.
There is, however, a small difference between the precept in T.1428 and the
precepts in the other Vinayas. Whereas the precept in T.1428 says that the
bhibuni did not give the six rules to the candidate, the precepts in the other
Vinayas say that the candidate herself does not study the rules she has to follow.
Closely connected to the latter precept, T.1421, T.1425, and the Bhikpnivibhanga of the M.-L. School have another precept saying that if a bhiksuni
ordains a iiksarndnd who has not completed the two-year instruction in the
precepts, she commits a PHc. offense: T.1421, p. 92a6-11, PBc. 113; T.1425,
p. 535a17-b8, PHc.98; Bhibunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970,
pp. 242-243, $212, PHc.98. The latter two Vinayas explain that 'not to have
completed the probationary period' means that the Sibarndnd did not study the
rules she particularly has to take into account. This links the precept in these two
Vinayas to the above mentioned Pic. 123 of T. 1428.

(%a@));

@a@);

This precept states that a woman candidate, even when she has done a
two-year probation period, cannot be ordained if, during this probation
period, she did not study the six rules ($&)153.
c. T.1428, Bhikunivibhariga, PZc. 124 (pp. 756~26-758~28,
particularly,
p. 758~18-20)154:
"If a bhiksuni, when a girl is eighteen, gives her the two-year instruction in the precepts and gives her the six rules, and, when she is fully
twenty [years] old, she then confers her the ordination without the permission of the samgha, then it is apacittika."
d. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhariga, PZc. 126 (p. 759b3-c6, particularly,
p. 759b 25-27)155:
"If a bhiksuni admits a young mamed woman and gives her the twoyear instruction in the precepts, and, when she is fully twelve years old
she then confers her the ordination without the permission of the
samgha, then it is apacittika."

153. Seenote 71.
154. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 320-32 1, PBc. 64 and pp. 328329, PBc.73. These two precepts are closely connected: in PHc. 64, it is said that,
without the permission of the order, a nun may not ordain a probationer who has
studied the precepts for two years, while in PBc.73, it is said that without the
permission of the order, a nun may not ordain a twenty-year old girl, who has
studied the precepts for two years.
T.1421, p. 92a12-17, PBc.114. T.1425, p. 535b9-c10, PHc.99. Bhiksunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp.243-245, $213, PBc. 99.
T. 1435, pp. 327~22-328a9,PBc. 112, p. 328~12-27,PBc. 117, and p. 329~5-22,
PBc. 122. These three precepts are closely connected: in PBc. 112, it is said that
without the permission of the order, a nun may not admit a disciple who has
studied the precepts for two years into the order; in PZc. 117, it is said that,
without the permission of the order, a nun may not admit a twenty-year old girl
into the order; in PHc. 122, it is said that, without the permission of the order, a
nun may not admit a twenty-year old girl who has studied the precepts for two
years into the order.
155. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp.323-324, PBc.67; T.1421,
p. 91a22-b5, PHc. 105; T.1425, p. 536a29-b8, PBc. 103; Bhik+univibhariga of the
M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp.247-248, $217, PBc.103; T.1435,
pp. 325~25-326a11,PBc. 109 (T.1435 does not explicitly say that the bhiksuni
ordains the woman, but only states that the bhikuni admits her into the order

(S%%)).

e. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, Pac. 130 (pp. 7 6 0 ~ 2 0 - 7 16b10, particularly,
p . 761b2-3)156:
"If a bhiksuni confers s o m e o n e t h e ordination157 without t h e permission of the samgha, then it is apzcittika."

J: T.1428, Bhiksunivibhaliga, Pac. 1 3 2 ('p. 76 1 ~ 1 3 - 7 6 2 a 1 4 particularly,
,
p. 762a7-8)lsg:
"If a bhikszini, who h a s been [a bhikszini] f o r fully twelve years,
confers sorncone t h e ordination159 without the permission o f the s a m g h a ,
then it is a pacittika."

157. The precept in T.1443 says that, without the permission of the order, a nun may
not accept someone as a disciple. The commentary to this precept further
explains that 'to accept someone as a disciple' should be understood as 'to give
the going forth and the ordination'.
158. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 330-331, Piic.75; T.1421,
pp. 90~19-91a14,Pgc. 103; T.1435, p. 325b17-c10, PHc. 107.
T.1425 and the Bhikunivibhanga of the M.-L. School contain two precepts that
are closely connected to the Pzcittikas 130, 131 (see p. 33) and 132 of T.1428:
Piic.93 (T.1425, p. 533b21-c8; Bhibunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH,
G., 1970, pp. 234-235, $207) says that a bhibuni who has been in the order for
fully twelve rainy seasons but who has not fulfilled the ten requirements cannot
take on disciples, while PHc.94 (T.1425, pp. 533~9-534a11;Bhiksunivibhalign of
the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 235-236, $208) says that a bhiksuniwho
has fulfilled the ten requirements cannot take on disciples without the permission
of the order.
These ten requirements refer to the requirements that a bhikuni has to fulfill in
order to become a teacher: she has to uphold the precepts (I), she has to be
learned in Abhidharma (2) and in Vinaya (3), she must study morality (4),
meditation (5) and wisdom (6), she must be able to purify herself of her offenses
and to help others to purify themselves of their offenses as well (7), she must be
able to remove a disciple who is being pressed by her relatives to quit her
spiritual training to another place, or to have someone else remove such person
to another place (8), she must be able to nurse her disciple when the latter is sick
or to have someone else nurse the latter (9), she must have been in the order for
fully twelve rainy seasons or more (10).
159. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya. In T.1421, it is said that a bhiktrni who has
been a bhiksuni for fully twelve years may not accept disciples without the
permission of the order. The commentary to this precept refers to the commentary to the preceding precept (= PZc.102), according to which 'to accept
disciples' should be understood as 'to be her upZdhyZyini', and that the bhikuni,
as an upddhyLFyini, commits apdcittika offense when she confers the ordination.

g. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhariga, PZc. 134 (p. 762b21-c16, particularly,
p. 762~7-9)160:
"If a bhiksuni confers the ordination161 without the permission of the
parents and the husbandl62, then it is apiicittika."
T.1435 only says that the bhihuni who has been a bhi/quni for fully twelve
years may not admit someone into the order (@%) without the permission of the
order.
160. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakacn, Vol.IV, pp.334-335, PHc.80; T.1421,
p. 93a12-16, PLc. 126; T.1425, p. 519b2-c6, Samghatiiesa 7; Bhiksunivibhariga
of the M.-L. School, ROTH,G., 1970, pp. 135-137, $5158-159, Samghdtiiesa 7;
T.1435, p. 330b3-cl, PLc. 124; T.1443, p. 1007b29-cl9, P ~ c121.
.
161. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya. In T.1421, it is said that a bhibunimay not
accept a married woman who is subject to her husband into the order. The
commentary to this precept says that 'to admit into the order' should be
understood as 'to confer the going forth and the ordination' (this corresponds to
PLc. 102, p. 90~17-18).
In T.1425, and in the Blzik,Funivibhariga of the M.-L. School, it is said that the
bhikuni may not accept a woman as a disciple without the permission of the
woman's masters (g&:see note 162). The commentaries on the precepts
explain that 'to accept as a disciple' has to be understood as Yo confer the
ordination'.
T.1435 does not explicitly say that the bhihuni ordains the woman, but only
states that the bhilrsuniadmits her into the order (6233).
Finally, in T.1443, it is said that a bhikuni may not confer the going forth to a
married woman without the permission of her husband.
162. It is not clear who exactly has to give the permission to whom. Since the
or as a married
candidate to be ordained is not qualified as a single girl (&k)
(cf. p. 27), it could well be that both of them are equally to be
woman (&$R&)
understood. A single girl is to be given permission by her parents, while a
married woman certainly is to be given permission by her husband, but, maybe,
also the parents' opinion is decisive.
The precept in the Pali Vinaya is similar to the one in T. 1428.
A similar situation is to be found in the precepts of T. 1425, of the Bhikunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, and of T.1435, all saying that a bhilrsunimay not
The commentaries
ordain a woman without the permission of her masters (2).
on the precepts of T.1425 and of the Bhiksunivibhariga of the M.-L. School
distinguish two situations: a single g r l has to have the permission of her parents,
a married woman should have the permission of her husband, her mother-in-law,
her father-in-law and her husband's younger brother.
Explaining 'masters', the commentary on the precept of T.1435 distinguishes
three situations: a single girl has to have the permission of her parents, a manied
woman who has not gone to her husband's house yet has to have the permission
of both her parents and her husband, and, finally, a married woman who has
gone to her husband's house, has to have the permission of her husband.
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h. T.1428, Bhiksunlvibhanga, Pac. 136 (p. 763a27-b28, particularly,
p. 763b17-19)163:
"If a bhiksuni says to a Siksamanci: 'Sister, drop this. Study this. I will
confer you the ordination,' but she does not take measures to confer her
the ordination, then it is a pcicittika."
i. T.1425, Bhiksunlvibhanga, Pac. 137 (pp. 763b28-764~13,particularly,
p. 763~21-23)*64:
"If a bhiksuni says to a jiksamcinii: 'Bring me a robel65. I will confer
you the ordinationl66,' but she does not take measures to confer her the
ordinationl66*, then it is apcicittika."
Finally, in T.1421 and in T.1443, it is said that a bhiksuni may not accept a
married woman who is subject to her husband into the order.
163. OLDENBERG, H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, p. 333, PZc.78; T.1425, p. 537b25c17, P2c. 110; Bhibunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTE, G., 1970, pp. 255256, $224, PZc. 110; T.1435, p. 330~2-27,PZc. 125 (T.1435 does not explicitly
say that the bhibuni ordains the woman, but only states that the bhi@unr admits
her into the order (g)).
T. 1443 contains two precepts that are closely connected with the above mentionedprecept: T.1443, p. 1008a5-28, Piic. 123, states that if a bhiksuni does not
confer the going forth to a woman who has done some household work for her,
although she, i.e. the bhibuni, previously, had promised this woman to do so,
providing she did this household work, her act constitutes a PZc. offense.
T.1443, p. 1007b13-28, PZc. 120, states that if a bhiksuni, although she knows
that a woman finished the two-year study of the six rules and the six additional
rules*, does not confer the ordination to this woman, her act constitutes a PZc.
offense.
* These rules are the rules that, according to T.1443, have to be taken into
particular account by the probationer. See note 71.
T.1421 contains a precept that is closely connected to the latter precept of
T.1443. It says that a bhiksuni who, although there are no problems, does not
confer the ordination to a probationer who has finished the two-year instruction,
but, instead, says that the probationer should go on studying, commits a PSc.
offense (T.1421, p. 91~19-27,PZc. 111).
164. OLDENBERG,
H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, p. 332, Piic. 77; T.1421, p. 9Ib24-c3,
PZc. 108; T. 1425, p. 526a16-b5, nihsargika-picattika 18; the Bhibunivibhanga
of the M.-L. School, ROTH,G., 1970, pp. 176-177, $179, nihsargika-pZcattiJca
18; T.1435, p. 330a6-b2, P5c. 123; T.1443, pp. 1007~20-1008a4,PZc. 122.
165. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya, T.1421, T.1425, the Bhiht~nivibhangaof
i said to
the M.-L. School, and T.1443. In the precept of T.1435, the b h i b t ~ nis
ask for an alms bowl, a robe, a door-key, and medicines.
166. This coincides with the Pali Yinaya, T.1425, the Bhilqunivibhanga of the M.-L.
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j. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, P2c. 138 (p. 764a4-b12, particularly,
p. 764b2-3)167:
"If a bhiksuni, when one full year has not passed yet, confers someone
the ordination, then it is a pdcittika."

k. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhanga, P2c. 139 (p. 764b13-cl l, particularly,
p. 764b29-c2)168:
--

--

School, and T.1443. In the precepts of T.1421 and T.1435, it is only said that the
bhikunipromises a woman to admit her into the order (B).
Although nothing is
mentioned as to the exact meaning of the term E,the introductory stories to this
precept give some indication, informing us how the bhibuni made the promise
her, after the woman had requested the going forth.
to admit (g)
167. This precept is closely connected with PBc. 83 in the Pali Vinaya, stating that a
nun may not ordain two persons within one year (OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya
Pitakam, Vol.lV, pp. 336-337).
Moreover, all the Vinayas contain another precept saying that a nun may not
ordain a person every year, precept which is closely connected with PIC.138 of
T.1428: OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, p. 336, PBc.82; T.1421,
p. 92b13-19, PBc. 118; T. 1425, p. 536~13-23,PBc. 106 (the precept says that a
nun may not take on disciples every year; the commentary to this precept adds
that 'to take on disciples' is to be understood as 'to confer the ordination');
Bhikunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 250-251, $220,
PBc. 106 (the precept says that a nun may not take on disciples every year; the
commentary to this precept adds that 'to take on disciples' is to be understood as
before, i.e. as 'to confer the ordination'); T.1435, pp. 330~28-331a15,PBc. 126
(the precept only says that a nun may not accept disciples (@%?) every year);
T.1443, p. 1008a29-b13, PBc. 124.
168. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp. 335-336, PBc. 8 1; T. 1421,
p. 92b20-27, PBc. 119; T.1425, pp. 536~24-537a16,PBc. 107; Bhikunivibhanga
of the M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 251-253, $221, PBc. 107; T.1435,
pp. 331a17- 334~29,PBc. 127.
co;hmon in all these precepts, is the rule that an ordination ceremony has to be
performed within one day. However, while all the introductory stories to this
precept indicate that the ordination in the nun's order and the ordination in the
monk's order should be held on the same day, not all precepts focus on the same
aspect. According to T.1421, an ordination ceremony may not be interrupted and
has to be held within one day. If not, the bhiksuni who confers the ordination
commits a p8cittika. On the other hand, according to T.1428, T.1425, the
Bhik+nivibhanga of the M.-L. School, and T.1435, if a bhikginilets a woman
stay overnight after having ordained that woman in the nun's order, but before
conferring her the ordination in the monk's order, this bhikstrni's act constitutes
a PBc. offense. Finally, according to the Pali Vinaya, there may be no day
between the permission to ordain and the actual ordination. If not, the nun who
confers the ordination commits a Pb.offense.
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"If a bhiksuni, after having conferred the ordination to someone, goes
to the bhiksusamgha to confer her the ordination only after one night has
passed, then it is apdcittika."
4) The period following the ordination ceremony
a. T.1428, Bhiksunivibhariga, Pgc. 128 (p. 760a8-b14, particularly,
p. 760b7-8)169:
"If a bhiksuni admits many disciples, but does not tell them to study
the precepts for two years170 and does not give them support in two
thingsl71, then it is apdcittika.172"
b. T.1428, Bhikszinivibhariga, Pgc. 129 (p. 760b15-c19, particularly,
p. 760~1l-i2)173:

169. OLDENBERG, H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp.324-325, PPc.68; T.1421,
p. 92~6-11,PPc. 121; T. 1425, p. 536b9-25, PBc. 104; Bhiksunivibhanga of the
M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp.248-249, $218, PPc. 104; T.1435, p. 328a23b10, PHc.114 (T.1435 does not explicitly say that the bhiksuni ordains the
woman, but only states that the bhikuni admits her into the order
T.1443, p. 1006a6-19, PZc. 112 andp. 1006a20-b3, Pic. 113.
170. This coincides with the Pali Vinaya, T.1425, the Bhik+-univibhangaof the M.-L.
School, and T.1435. According to T.1421, the support has to last for six years,
while in T. 1443, no duration of the support is mentioned.
171. After the ordination, an upddhyCyini has to help her disciples for another two
years and has to support them regarding two things: (1) in the law, (2) in
clothing and food.
This coincides with T.1435. In the Pali Vinaya, in T.1421, in T.1425, and in
the Bhiksunivibhanga of the M.-L. School, the teacher only has to help her
disciples regarding the law. T.1443 has two precepts: in PBc. 112, it is said that a
teacher ought to help her disciples regarding the precepts, while in PBc. 113, it is
said that a teacher ought to support and protect her disciples.
172. The Pali Vinaya and T.1421 add the possibility that a teacher has her disciples
helped by someone else.
173. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pitakam, Vol.IV, pp.325-326, PBc.69; T.1421,
p. 92b28-c5, PBc. 120; T.1425, p. 536b26-c12, PBc. 105; Bhik+-univibhangaof the
M.-L. School, ROTH, G., 1970, pp. 249-250, $219, PPc. 105; T.1435, p. 328a1022, Plc. 113.

@a%));

"If a bhiksuni does not follow174 her upiidhycf;yini for two yearsl75,
then it is apLicittika.176"

III. Conclusion
The admission rules, admission ceremonies and offenses against these
rules and ceremonies as they are described above, display the exact
'theoretical' career of a nun in the Buddhist community. In this community, two orders can be distinguished, a monk's order (bhiksusamgha)
and a nun's order (bhiksunisamgha), the latter being dependent on the
former. These orders gradually came into being, first the bhiksusamgha
and then the bhiksunisamgha, and, as the number of monks and nuns
continuously grew, the need was felt to have more regulations in order
to organize this growing community.
In this organization, the admission into the order is a fundamental
institution. This admission has been established for the monk's order
first. The way these admission procedures developed and in which ceremonies they finally resulted, is described in the several Vinayas.177 A
survey has been given by FRAUWALLNER, E., 1956, pp. 70-78. Applying this survey to T. 1428, we come to the following outline:
First, Buddha himself performs the ordination, i.e. by calling the first
disciples to join the order by means of the formula: "Welcome, monk."
(%Rlt;6).
This formula simultaneously covered admission and ordi-

174. While according to T.1428, the new bhiksuni, above all, has to listen to her
teacher, the Pali Vinaya, T.1421, T.1425, the Bhibunivibhariga of the M.-L.
School, and T.1435 all emphasize that the new nun has to serve her teacher.
175. After h-aving been ordained, the new bhibuni has to follow her teacher for
anothGtwo years and listen to her teachings.
This coincides with the Pali Vinaya, T.1425, the Bhibunivibhanga of the M.L. School, and T.1435. According to T.1421, the new nun has to serve her
teacher for six years.
176. T.1421 adds the possibility that the new nun has her teacher helped by someone
else.
177. OLDENBERG,H., Vinaya Pifakam, Vol.1, Mahdvagga I, pp. 1-100; T.1421,
%%& (Chapter on Ordination), pp. 101a12-121a25; T. 1425, several passages
(Chapter on Miscellaneous Items), pp. 412b24-499a16; T.1428,
in @fBEg$&
%%@B (Chapter on Ordination), pp.779a6-816~4;T.1435, %$l.W%$&
(Chapter on ordination), pp. 148a5-157~27;T.1444, $E$$%-$U%gBEG
lilTS&%
(Chapter
S
on Going Forth of the Miilasawc?stivddavinaya),pp. 1020b
23-1041a20.
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nation.178 Later, He permits the monks to perform the ordination by
having the candidate recite the formula of the triple refuge (refuge in
Buddha, in the law and in the order).l79 Also this formula covered both
the admission and the ordination. Finally, He lays down that the ordination should take place by means of a formal act in which the motion is
fourfold (a jEapticaturthakarman*0*).180Hereby, a clear difference was
made between the going forth (pravrajyd) and the full ordination (upasampadE). Hence two stages became necessary to acquire the full status
of a monk (and a full member of the community) and to enjoy all the
rights and privileges attributed to these members. In the first stage, one
becomes a novice (irzmanera) whose standing, rights and duties are
different from those of a monk who has received the full ordination.
Bad behavior of young monks further induces Buddha to determine
the minimum age for ordination as twenty years's', while the minimum
age for the novice is fixed at twelvels2. In case candidate novices are at
least as grown that they can scare away the crows, the age may be less
than twelve.183 Many rules are further added to regulate who can be a
candidate and who not, and who can accept disciples and who not.
At the moment Mahaprajapati Gautami was allowed to become a nun,
the monk's order (bhiksusamgha) was already well organized. This
explains why she can go to a monk's monastery in order to ask for the
permission to go forth. Most likely, in the beginning, the order of nuns
(bhiksunisamgha) took over the organizational pattern of the monk's
community, and both orders further developed in the same general
direction.
However, the bhihunisapngha is not completely independent and relies
on the bhiksusamgha in several ways. This dependency is laid down in
the eight rules to be followed by the nuns in their relation with the
monks. The fact that a woman can only become a nun if she is ordained
by both the bhiksunisamgha and the bhiksusamgha is essential in these
rules. This fact implies a control over the membership of the order by
the monks.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.

T.1428, p. 799bl-3.
T.1428, p. 793a13-21.
T.1428, p. 799~12-29.
T.1428, p. 808b25-26.
T.1428, p. 810~22-23.
T.1428, pp. 810~24-811a3
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In addition, the bhiksu~lisamghapossesses some regulations, different
from the ones of the bhiksusamgha. For the bhiksunisamgha, a stage
between the going forth (pravrajyd) and the ordination (zpasampadd) is
added. This is a probationary period that lasts two years, during which
the woman candidate, as a probationer (iiksamdnd), has to prove that she
is fit to become a nun. Furthermore, some rules specific to women and
nuns are added to the rules for monks, e.g., the rules relating to married
women.
As it was the case for the bhiksusamgha, also the formation of the
bhiksunisamgha was not accomplished in one day. As suggested by I.B.
HORNERlg4, the probation period for a woman candidate was the result
of a gradual development: it is only when the need was felt, that an
additional stage between the going forth and the ordination was introduced. This additional stage rapidly became a necessary condition to
become a nun. In T.1428, this necessity is evident from the ordination
proceedings as they are described in the Bhiksuniskandhaka4": three
compulsory steps leading to full membership of the community: 1) the
going forth, 2) the two-year probation period and 3) the ordination.
Also the Bhiksunivibhariga, pdcittika 121 draws attention to the
necessity of these three steps, while the pdcittikas 122 and 123
emphasize that a nun may not confer the ordination to a woman
candidate who has not done the two-year probation period. Furthermore,
also the fourth gurudharmas* states that this period must precede the
ordination.
It is, however, to be noticed that some precepts do not take the probation period into account: the introductory story to the fifth samghdva4esa precept relates how a woman thief rapidly goes forth and receives
the ordination, so that her persecutors are confronted with a 'fait
accompli' and cannot arrest her anymore. In the pdcittikas 119 and 120,
respectively a pregnant woman and a breast-feeding woman are accepted
into the order and immediately receive the ordination. We thus have to
conclude that, at the time these latter three precepts were issued, the
probation period did not exist or was not taken into account. This can
only be understood if we consider the probation period as a practice that
has been introduced after the order of nuns had existed for some time:
184. HORNER, I.B., BD, Vol.V, p. 354, note 3: "... this practice [the probation period]
will no doubt have been introduced later, after an Order of nuns had been in
being for some time."

since the organization of the bhiksunisamgha is founded on that of the
bhiksusamgha, the nuns are likely to have taken over the going forth and
the ordination from the monk's community, and later introduced a third
step in between these two. At the very beginning, this third step might
not have been compulsory. Since the Vinaya texts do not mention that a
woman candidate could freely decide whether or not to pass two years as
a probationer - while frequently mentioning the three obligatory steps
leading to full membership of the community - it seems safe to say that
when the probation period was introduced, it rapidly, if not immediately, became compulsory, and that, consequently, there never has been
a choice whether or not to become a probationer.
We have to conclude that to become a full member of the community,
a woman first has to go forth and to become a novice (iramaneri).
Secondly, she has to pass two years as a probationer (iiksamana), and,
finally, she receives the ordination and becomes a nun (bhikpni). The
minimum age at which she can become a nun, enjoying all rights and
privileges attributed to full members of the community, depends on her
being single or married. Neither a 4rZmaneri nor a iiksamZn5 can participate in the formal acts and in the ceremonies performed by the order.
There is no essential difference between the position of a s'rarnanei-i and
the one of a JiksamZnE, except for the social rank in the community, a
iiksamEn5 holding a higher position than a BrErnaneri.
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List of technical terms
(with first appearance and reference to explanatory note)
upasampadi (P. upasampadci) : ordination, p. 43
upidhyiyini (P. upajjhii) : teacher, p. 44, note 66
karman (P. kamma) : formal act, p. 37
gurudharma (P. garudhamma) : severe rule, p. 35, note 6
jiiaptikcarman (P. iiattikamma) : formal act consisting o f a motion, p. 37, note 20
jiiapticaturthakarman (P. Eotticatutthakamma) : formal act in which the motion is
fourfold, p. 37, note 20
jiiaptidvit&akamzan (P. iiattidutiyakarman) : formal act in which the motion is twofold,
p. 37, note 20
duskta (P. dukkafa) : bad action (a very light offense),p. 48, note 79
parivisa (P.parivdsa) : period o f residence (a kind o f penance), p. 37, note 22
picittika (P.picittiya) : expiation? (a minor offense),p. 41, note 45
pirijika : an offense that leads to a permanent, lifetime exclusion from the order, p. 47,
note 72
posadha (or uposadha) (P. (u)posatha): observance (a ceremony), p. 36, note 10
pratideian j a (P.p@idesanja) : requiring confession (a minor offense),p. 48, note 76
pravirana (orpraviirani) (P.paviiranci) : invitation (a ceremony), p. 36, note 11
pravrajyii (P.pabbajji) : the going forth, p. 43
bhik,ru (P. bhikkhu) : monk, p. 35
bhibuni (P. bhikkhuni) : nun, p. 33
bhikunisamgha (P. bhikkhunisamgha) : order o f nuns, p. 33
bhikusamgha (P. bhikkhusamgha) : order o f monks, p. 33
minatva (P. mdnatta) : i.e. a kind o f penance (doubthl etymology), p. 37, note 17
iik$ipada (P. sikkhdpada) : precept, p. 44
Sik+amini (P. sikkhamini) : probationer, p. 36, note 14
Srimanera (P. sdmanera) : (male)novice, p. 48
Srimaneri (P. sdmaneri) : (female)novice, p. 45
samgha (P. samgha) : order ( o fmonks or nuns), p. 36
samghivaiesa (P. samghiidisesa) : remainder in the order (an offense leading to a
temporary exclusion from the order),p. 37, note 16
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